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Abstrat
The real spae tehnique, The Augmented Spae Formalism (ASF) oupled
with Reursion method and Density Funtional Theory (DFT) based Tight-Binding
Linear Mun-Tin Orbitals (TB-LMTO) method is applied to arry out the layer-
wise eletroni and magneti properties of transition metals (Fe, Co and Ni) rough
surfaes and their alloyed interfaes with metal (Ag, Cu and Au) substrates. The
potential parameters are generated by TB-LMTO method. These parameters are
used to set-up augmented spae hamiltonian. Finally the density of states (DOS)
are alulated by reursion tehnique. The relativisti self-onsistent alulation is
based on loal spin density approximation (LSDA).
A rough surfae and alloyed interfae resembles a binary disordered alloy. In the
former ase the roughness is due to random oupation of vaanies and transition
metal atoms, whereas in the later ase it is due to interdiusion of transition metal
atoms and metal substrate atoms. Sine ASF is suitable theory to study disordered
binary alloys, therefore it an also be applied to study rough surfaes and interfaes.
We also show that ASF an be extended to study almost smooth surfaes and
interfaes.
We onsider twelve atomi layers of the transition metals along (001) diretion
for a surfae. We also onsider two layers of empty spheres above the surfae to take
are of harge leakage into the vauum. Relaxation of the top most layer is arried
out using minimum energy priniple. Two types of roughening are onsidered. The
rst is the roughening the top most layer, and the other is roughening the rst
four layers with dierent degrees of randomness. The seond type models a more
realisti experimentally grown surfae. As roughness hanges at dierent layers,
new peaks in DOS appear due to disorderedness. The magneti moment of the top
layer is maximum for Fe(001) and Co(001) and of 3rd layer for Ni(001) among all
the roughed layers. Layered based magneti moments dier between both types of
viii
rough surfaes. Work funtions are found to be almost same for both types of rough
surfaes.
We onsider nine layers of (001) b Fe, f Co and Ni to study smooth surfaes.
Surfae magneti moment is found to be higher than that of the bulk and in dierent
layers below. Magneti moments show Friedel osillations in agreement with other
studies. Work funtions of these systems are found to agree with experimental
values. The orbital resolved DOS show the signiant ontribution of d-orbital
towards the surfae as well as bulk magneti moments.
We onsider one monolayer and two monolayers of transition metals on metal
substrates to ompare our result with other theoretial studies in the ase of inter-
fae. To model a more realisti interfae, an interfae onsisting of two layers of
transition metals and two layers of metal substrates is onsidered. We also onsider
three layers of transition metals to ompare our results with experimental studies.
The magneti moment of the overlayer is more ompared to its bulk for one
monolayer of Fe, Co and Ni on Ag and Au with sharp interfae. But it is more only
for Fe overlayer and not for Co and Ni on Cu substrate. The magneti moment of
three layers of Fe/Ag having rough interfae agrees with experimental results. In
ase of more realisti four layered rough interfaes, the layerwise magneti moments
and DOS show the eet of roughness at the interfae. The magneti moment of
the transition metals as well as the average magneti moment of interfae layers
dereases gradually to zero for all the systems. The eet of hybridization on the
magneti properties is also disussed here.
Keywords: Eletroni and Magneti Properties, Augmented Spae Formalism,
Density Funtional Theory, TB-LMTO, Surfaes, Interfaes.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
The valene eletrons in a solid play important role to bind an atom to its neighbor-
ing atoms. Therefore, the properties of a partiular material depend on its valene
eletrons and their interations with neighboring atoms. The fundamental problem
in solid state physis is to determine the properties of solids from the properties of
their onstituent atoms [1℄ and the orrelation of eletroni interation to the rystal
struture. To solve this fundamental problem, it is required to know the detailed
eletroni struture.
In ase of insulators, magneti ordering of atoms or group of atoms arise from
loal moments. But in transition metals like Fe, Co and Ni, magneti ordering
arises mainly due to the interations among itinerant Fermi eletrons. Unpaired
eletrons present in transition metal atoms give rise to magneti moment. It depends
on the degree of overlap of the wave funtions of eletrons in dierent shells on
neighboring atoms. The overlap of the d-eletron orbitals with neighboring atoms
is weak in metals. The d-band is muh more narrower than s-band in transition
metal-based alloys. Stoner model [2, 3℄ is an appropriate theoretial base for the
desription of magnetism in transition metals. This model shows eletroni energy
states of the itinerant magneti eletrons split into spin-up and spin-down bands due
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to the exhange interation. The magneti moment is proportional to the population
dierene in the spin-up and spin-down d-band states. Spin eletroni states and
therefore magneti properties depend on the detailed eletroni struture, the atomi
arrangement and the omposition.
The study of the eet of extended defets like surfaes and interfaes on itiner-
ant eletron magnetism takes us a step further. This eet on metalli magnets an
be illustrated with simple Hubbard model, in whih the eletron-eletron interation
is assumed to be totally loal. However, our aim here is to show signiant eet of
extended defets on the interating eletron sea. In this model the average eletron
energy is given by [4℄:
Ekσ = εk +
U
2
[N −Msign(σ)] (1.1)
Here εk is the energy of non-interating eletron and U is Hubbard interation
energy. M represents magnetization and N is number of eletrons. σ is spin state.
Therefore, the exhange energy splitting∆E between the up and down spins is given
by [4℄:
∆E = UM(∆E) (1.2)
Magnetization M is a funtion of ∆E, beause the origin of both magnetiza-
tion and splitting is eletron-eletron interation. The above equation onstitutes
an intrinsi equation for both the exhange splitting and magneti moment and is
the basis behind the Stoner riteria. For ∆E = 0, the magneti moment is also
zero (gure 1.1 (a)). With the inrease in ∆E, the up and down density of states
(DOS) start splitting. Hene the Fermi energy shifts to aommodate eletrons
and therefore magnetism develops (gure 1.1(b)). But one the majority band is
lled, the magnetization saturates and beomes independent of exhange splitting
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(gure 1.1()).
Figure 1.1: Up and down spin density of states split with inreasing exhange eld.
Figure 1.2 shows qualitative behavior ofM(E) versus E for two dierent values
of U . As the value of U dereases, the slope of the urve inreases. Hene the
magnetization gets saturated with exhange splitting. It is lear that equation 1.2
has a non-zero solution if,
1
U
∂M
∂(∆E)
|∆E→0 > 1 (1.3)
Atoms at surfae layers are at the boundary and therefore they are loosely
bonded. From these boundaries the ow of mass, harge, energy, spin and momen-
tum our between the environment and the material. At the boundary, transla-
tional symmetry is broken, hene the alulation of eletroni states and energies are
very diult. The surfae atoms have lower oordination number and redued sym-
metry than that of bulk. A simple tight binding model shows that the width of the
density of states is proportional to 2ZV , where Z is the number of nearest neighbor
atoms bonded to a partiular atom and V is the strength of the overlap integral [4℄.
Therefore, band narrowing our at the surfae. If DOS is rather featureless near the
Fermi energy, the DOS at the Fermi energy is inversely proportional to the width.
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Figure 1.2: Behavior of the magnetization as a funtion of exhange splitting for two
dierent values of U shown by two dierent solid lines. The dotted line represents
the slope of the urve having smaller U value.
The Stoner riterion at the surfae is more easily satised [4℄. Figure 1.3 shows a
featureless semiirular DOS. The urves (a) and (b) has band width of 1 unit and
0.8 unit respetively. It is lear that if there is a narrowing of the band, both the
magneti moment and the exhange splitting inrease. Hene the magneti moment
get enhaned at surfaes [4℄.
Due to hange in environment at the surfae, like nearest neighbor atoms, near-
est neighbor distane and hange in symmetry, the eletroni and magneti prop-
erties of transition metals hange. From the surfae upto few atomi layers, the
potential diers from bulk [5℄. Hene surfae magneti properties are quite dierent
from the bulk properties. In other words, there is narrowing of band width [69℄
and enhanement in surfae magneti moment [68, 1020℄. The band narrowing
at the surfae is observed due to weak bonding of the surfae atoms ompared to
bulk. In realisti situation, surfae is rough [21,22℄. The roughness is observed from
the height prole analysis. When a surfae is formed using moleular beam epi-
taxy [23℄ and other vapor deposition tehniques, the struture of the surfae is like
steps, islands or pyramids. Though growth of thin lms by moleular beam epitaxy
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Figure 1.3: Magnetization enhanement with band-narrowing. The alulation is
done for uniform density of states. The urves (a) and (b) has band width of 1 unit
and 0.8 unit respetively.
is one of the most rened method, but the layer-by-layer growth leads to mound
formation in this method [24℄. At the same time the growth of single layer surfae
is unstable. Above ertain ritial slope, the growth beomes stable with step-mode
ow. Suh surfae struture an be modelled by the missing of atoms at various
layers. Hene the missing of atoms at a frations of sites from the surfae makes
the system random. The surfae roughness is due to the interation of the surfae
atomi layer with the environment. So surfae an be treated as a substitutional
disordered alloy of the surfae atom and vaany. The roughness makes signiant
hanges in eletroni and magneti properties at the surfae. These properties are
highly inuened by loal environment [10, 11℄ like surfae. To understand these
surfae properties, it is very important to know the surfae morphology.
Due to dehybridization [9℄ of s-, p- and d-orbitals at the surfae, the magneti
moment inreases. The d-band is narrower and DOS is more at the top most layer
ompared to the lower layers and bulk value. The ontribution of d-orbital is signif-
iant towards the magneti moment for eah layer. In ase of surfae and interfae
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properties of a transition metal overlayer on a metal substrate, the hybridization of
overlayer bands with the substrate play signiant role. Hybridization auses band-
widening ompared to band narrowing due to under-bonding [4℄. The resulting
surfae and interfae magnetism is therefore depends on the detailed band struture
of both overlayer and substrate.
When transition metals are deposited on metal substrates, properties of these
epitaxial lms depend on substrate quality, geometrial mathing, hemial intera-
tion between adsorbate and substrate, temperature, rate of deposition, lm thik-
ness, annealing proedures and the promoting ation of surfatants [25℄. Band
narrowing ours at an interfae due to hange in nearest neighbor spaing of mono-
layer atoms and weak hybridization between the eletroni states of overlayer and
substrate [26℄. This gives rise to large DOS at the Fermi level. This auses various in-
teresting properties like loalized eletroni states, magneti moment enhanement,
magneto-rystalline anisotropy and omplex magneti ordering [14℄. Enhanement
of magneti moment is due to loss of bonds at the overlayer [27℄. We shall onsider
the deposition of Fe, Co and Ni overlayers along (001) surfae of Ag, Cu and Au
substrates.
In short, any detailed study of surfae and interfae magnetism should be ou-
pled with the studies of surfae growth, geometry and morphology, and rst prini-
ples studies of the eletroni struture at suh surfaes and interfaes .
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1.1 Brief Survey of Surfae Properties of Transition
Metals
In realisti situation, surfae is rough [21℄. It is onrmed from nano topograph-
ial analysis of iron by AFM [22℄. Rough surfae proles are obtained from various
vapor deposition tehnique, laser ablation method and moleular beam epitaxy [10℄.
The surfae roughness is also observed from the height prole analysis. At the sur-
fae, due to random hanges in loal environment, the situation is ompliated [10℄.
When a surfae is formed using moleular beam epitaxy [23℄ and other vapor de-
position tehniques, the struture of the surfae is like steps, islands or pyramids.
That means roughness is not only reated on the top most layer but there are some
amount of roughness in the layers beneath the top most layer. Hene surfae annot
be dened with a single atomi layer. The moleular beam epitaxy growth of thin
lms is one of the most rened method. But in this method, the layer-by-layer
growth leads to mound formation [24℄. And the growth of singular surfae is un-
stable. But above ertain ritial slope, the growth beomes stable with step-mode
ow. The imperfetion in transition metals nano-wires enhanes magneti proper-
ties [28℄. With inrease in rystal disordered, the thikness of the weakly oupled
surfae inreases [29℄. The AFM study of highly oriented pyrolyti graphite surfae
with Co partiles show that with the inrease in eletro-deposition potential of Co,
the partile density inreases and the size dereases [30℄. Hene the study of surfae
roughness is very important to know the properties of realisti situations.
Very few theoretial work have been arried out for the study of rough surfae.
The rough surfae magnetism is studied using roughness exponent of loal urvatures
of surfae [10℄. Properties of rough surfae are also determined for some partiular
environment by randomly replaing atoms by empty spheres using real spae re-
ursion tehnique along with tight binding linear mun tin orbital method [11℄ for
Fe(100) and Ni(100). But the roughness is not dened in this ase for all possible
7
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onguration.
When iron lm is deposited on noble metals, magneti dead layers are obtained,
for the rst two layers of iron. But with addition of an extra layer, that is from
third layers onwards, the magnetization inreases and approahes to bulk value
[31℄. Further inrease in atomi layers do not aet the magnetism of the rst
two layers hene the rst two layers of Fe remains nonmagneti. Similar results
are also obtained for Ni on nonmagneti substrate arried out using eletrolyti
deposition [32℄. The number of magneti dead layers of Ni varies with temperature,
that is, four magneti dead layers are observed at room temperature and two dead
layer at T = 0. Suh evidenes of magnetially dead layers" at the surfae of
ferromagneti Fe and Ni has stimulated the development of theoretial methods for
desribing these surfae eets.
Experimental studies of surfae and bulk eletroni and magneti properties
of transition metals, suh as b Fe(001), f Co(001) and f Ni(001) are ar-
ried out earlier using spin polarized low energy eletron diration experiment [33℄,
spin-polarized angle-resolved photoemission [34℄, Weiss and Forrer's axial extration
method [35℄, eletron apture spetrosopy [36℄, polarized beam spetrometer [37℄
and eletron spin polarization (ESP) measurement [38℄. From the eletron spin po-
larization (ESP) measurement in photoemission of Ni single rystal, it is observed
that the magneti dead layers are not present in Ni surfae [38℄. The surfae mag-
netism of Ni(001) is also arried out using spin polarized low energy eletron dira-
tion experiment [33℄. The temperature dependene of surfae magnetization near
the Curie temperature shows the magnetization of the topmost layers dereases
with a ritial exponent. Using spin-polarized angle-resolved photoemission [34℄,
the magneti surfae states of Fe(001) are studied. From the study of eletron-spin
polarization using eletron apture spetrosopy [36℄, the existene of loal ferro-
magneti order at Ni surfae is onrmed. No magneti dead layer" at the surfae
is obtained for Fe surfae [39℄ using high-resolution angle-resolved photoemission
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spetra. Using Weiss and Forrer's axial extration method, the saturation magne-
tization and the bulk magneti moment of iron and nikel have been reported [35℄.
Using polarized beam spetrometer, 3d spin bulk magneti moment of Ni is found
to be 0.656 µB [37℄.
Various theoretial methods are also used to study the surfae properties of
these transition metal thin lms. They are Green's funtion tehnique based on
linear mun-tin orbital (LMTO) method within tight-binding and atomi sphere
approximations [18℄, fully relativisti LMTO method [7,17℄, full-potential linearized
augmented plane wave (FPLAPW) method [9, 1216, 4042℄, full-potential linear
mun-tin orbital (FPLMTO) method [43℄, linearized augmented plane wave (LAPW)
method [44℄, surfae embedded Green's funtion with LAPW method [5℄, dier-
ent basis sets in linear ombination of atomi orbitals in density funtional theory
(LCAO-DFT) [20, 27, 45℄, tight binding linear mun tin orbital (TBLMTO) with
real spae reursion method [10,11,46℄, TB-LMTO superell alulation [10,11,19℄,
X-ray magneti irular dihroism (MCD) spetra and orbital magneti moment
based on FPLAPW method [6℄, LMTO method along with surfae Green's fun-
tion method [8℄ and loal spin density funtional theory [47℄. FPLAPW alulation
shows surfae magneti moment for b Fe(001), f Co(001) and f Ni(001) get
enhaned by about 30%, 12% and 20% respetively over their orresponding bulk
values [9, 13, 14, 4042℄. Sine the enhanement in Co is less, it is more stable to
the hange of environment. Iron depends very strongly on the environment. En-
hanement of 31% and 26% is obtained in surfae magneti moment for Fe and
Ni respetively using FPLMTO method [43℄. FPLAPW alulation of magneti
moment on ve and nine layers of Co shows magneti moment of subsurfae layer
is losed to the bulk value. This indiates a short-range eet of surfae on mag-
netism [15℄. A LMTO method [7, 17℄ alulations taking seven layers of b Fe and
f Ni shows orbital magneti moment for surfae atoms gets enhaned over 100%
and spin-moment gets enhaned by 32% and 7% for b Fe and f Ni respetively.
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The study using LMTO method along with surfae Green's funtion method [8℄ uses
one layer of empty sphere above surfae. Calulation of surfae magneti moment of
Ni by real spae reursion method [46℄ shows enhanement of surfae magneti mo-
ment dereases from 28% to 4% with the inrease in slab thikness from three layers
to nine layers. This is beause the formation of loal magneti moment strongly
depends on loal environment of an atom. The surfae and bulk eletroni prop-
erties for transition metal are arried out using a model explaining surfae atom
ore-level shift [48℄. The dierene in enter of gravity for surfae and bulk DOS
is found to be positive for less than half-lled d-bands and negative for more than
half-lled d-bands. Due to narrowing of d-band at the surfae, the ore-level shifts
and binding energy redue. The enhanement in surfae magneti moment is due to
s-d dehybridization at the surfae and the presene of eletrostati shifts in order to
maintain the layer-by-layer harge neutrality [44℄. Due to large dierene in spin-
up and spin-down eletroni states at Fermi level, Ni is a strong ferromagnet [49℄.
The narrowing of d-band width and the shift of peak position are also observed in
surfae layer DOS. Near the middle of transition metal series where Fermi energy
lies in the valley of d-eletron of bulk DOS, the enhanement of surfae DOS ours
at Fermi level [20℄. All these studies show an enhanement of surfae magneti mo-
ment. But in nine layers of Ni(001) arried out using LCAO method [45℄, though
the possibilities of magneti dead layer is rejeted, surfae magneti moment redues
by 20%. And maximum magneti moment our for two layers below surfae. The
surfae roughness are not onsidered in all these theoretial layerwise eletroni and
magneti properties study.
Interlayer relaxation is obtained at 4% using FPLAPW method [14℄ for b
Fe(001). In previously studied TB-LMTO-ASR alulation for Fe(001) surfae [19℄,
surfae dilatation is onsidered to study surfae eletroni and magneti properties.
But relaxation of surfae atoms is not onsidered for b Fe and f Ni using LMTO
method [7, 17℄ inluding spin-orbit oupling. In this ase the bulk rystal struture
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parameters are used for surfae atoms. The earlier Augmented Spae Formalism
oupled with reursion method [19, 50℄ based alulations for rough surfae did not
onsider the lattie relaxation of the top layer.
Calulations of magneti moment using FPLAPWmethod [9,12℄ for seven layers
of Fe(001) and ve layers of Ni(001) thin lms show small Friedel osillations. Similar
result is obtained using Green's funtion tehnique based LMTO method [18℄ for
ve layers of b Fe(001), f Co(001) and f Ni(001). A strong Friedel osillation is
obtained for spin density states with the enhanement of surfae magneti moment
Using LCAO method [20℄ for seven layers of Fe(001). Using real spae reursion
method [11℄, Friedel osillation is observed for harge and magneti moment in b
Fe(100), f Co(100) and f Ni(100). But loal spin density funtional alulation
within FPLAPW method [16, 41℄ for seven layers of Ni(001), magneti moment is
found to derease gradually from surfae layer to the enter layer, whih shows no
Friedel osillation for Ni [41℄. Therefore, we arry out layerwise magneti moment
for nine layers of the above mentioned systems to hek the possibilities of Friedel
osillations.
Work funtion is a surfae property and is related to the surfae DOS. It is
an experimentally measurable quantity and therefore theoretial alulation of it is
neessary for omparison with experimental result to test the auray of theoretial
method. Experimentally found work funtion for Fe(100), Co and Ni(100) are 4.67
eV, 5.0 eV and 5.22 eV respetively [51℄. The work funtion of Ni(001) is found to be
5.71 eV using surfae embedded Green's funtion with LAPW method [5℄. Whereas
FPLAPW method gives a value of 4.29 eV [12℄ and 4.35 eV [41℄ for Fe(001), 5.37
eV [16,41℄ for Ni(001) and 5.05 eV & 5.17 eV respetively for ve and nine layers of
Co [15℄. The spin-polarized Green's funtion tehnique based LMTO method within
tight-binding and atomi sphere approximations alulations of work funtion are
found to be 4.50 eV, 5.52 eV and 5.75 eV [18℄ respetively for b Fe(001), f Co(001)
and f Ni(001). The eet of spin-polarization on work funtion is also reported.
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1.2 Brief Survey of Surfae and Interfae Properties
of Transition Metals on Metal Substrates
When Fe is grown on Cu, the magnetization of the rst two layers is zero and it
inreases from third layers onwards and nally approahes to saturated value [32℄.
Hene rst two Fe layers are magnetially dead. For Ni on Cu or Au, four magneti-
ally dead layers are observed [31℄. But Fe/Cu multilayer prepared by sputtering [52℄
shows that the top layer is ferromagneti but the bottom layer is nonmagneti. There
are experimental and theoretial works arried out to study the layerwise proper-
ties of suh transition metals, deposited on metal substrates. We shall study the
deposition of Fe, Co and Ni transition metals on Ag, Cu and Au metal substrates.
The growth of Fe on Ag and Au is in b phase. A monolayer is two-dimensional.
Therefore it is neither b nor f [53℄. But in order to avoid lattie mismath, the
growth of Fe on Ag and Au takes plae with a 45
◦
rotation of Fe translational ve-
tor [13,14,40,5356℄. The lattie mismath of Fe and Ag is wrongly interpreted in a
report [57℄ whih is orreted later [53℄. This tilting of atomi layers is also proved
experimentally using Rutherford baksattering spetrometry [58℄. Due to dissim-
ilarity in Fe and Au eletroni struture, the hybridization gets weaken between
the overlayer and substrate near Fermi level [40℄. Hene the magneti moment gets
enhaned. The ferromagneti Fe is deposited on Cu in its f phase [54℄. This is
also onrmed using spin-resolved inverse photoemission spetrosopy [59℄. Using
inverse photoemission spetra, the growth morphology of eight layers of f Fe grown
on Cu(100) is arried out with Fe having lattie parameters as that of Cu. But in
ase of Ni on Ag, both are in f phase and there is 13.9% lattie mismath. Hene
the lattie relaxation of the top most Ni layer is arried out. We onsider lattie
relaxation of top most layer in the ases of Ni/Ag as well as Co/Ag, Co/Au and
Ni/Au.
Theoretial studies of surfae magneti moment of one ML of Fe, Co and Ni
12
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on Ag, Cu and Au substrates are arried out using FPLAPW method [9, 13, 14,
40, 41, 6070℄, self onsistent loal orbital (SCLO) method [7173℄, LCAO DFT
method with SZSP and DZSP basis [27℄, KKR Green's funtion tehniques [74℄,
TB-LMTO-ASF-Reursion with and without surfae dilatation [19, 50℄, FPLMTO
method [43, 75℄ and TBLMTO-CPA method [76℄. The layerwise surfae eletroni
states of Ni/Ag are arried out using FPLAPW method [63,64℄. It is observed that
the magneti moment of Fe overlayer on Ag [13, 14, 40, 6063℄ is less than the free
standing Fe monolayers [14℄. But it is approximately equal to the lean surfae Fe
magneti moment [13,14,40℄. The 3d eletrons of transition metals hybridize with 5-
sp eletrons of Ag, broadening d-DOS and reduing the tendeny for ferromagnetism.
Ni d-eletrons are more loalized in Ni/Ag ompared to lean Ni surfae, but the
surfae magneti moment of Ni/Ag is less than the lean surfae [64℄. Hene it is
reported that the interation of 3d eletrons with substrate is signiant than the
loalization eet. Few theoretial studies using FPLAPW method [13, 40, 60, 61,
6668℄ have also been arried out to study properties of two ML of Fe and Ni on
Ag and Cu substrates. Due to inrease in d-d oupling, in this ase, DOS of Fe
monolayer broadens ompared to one ML of Fe on Ag. The overlayer magneti
moment of Fe on Cu is less ompared to that of Ag substrates. Comparing the
monolayer moment of transition metals with Ag and Cu substrate, the Cu moments
are redued more due to 12% smaller lattie onstant of Cu, whih inreases sp-d
hybridization [14,63℄. The enhanement of overlayer magneti moment is supported
by various experiments suh as magneti irular dihroism in X-ray absorption
spetrosopy (XMCD) [77, 78℄, XMCD spetra in SQUID magnetometer [79, 80℄,
angle-resolved photoeletron spetrosopy [67℄. The overlayer magneti moment
of transition metal get enhaned on metal substrate exept for Ni on Cu. Hene
magnetism of Ni is very sensitive to environment. But for two ML of Ni on Cu [68℄,
surfae Ni magneti moment is inreased by 10% and the interfae magneti moment
dereases by 24% [9, 41, 68, 72℄. This is also supported by experiments [78℄.
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The enhanement of the interfae Fe magneti moment at Fe/Ag interfae is ob-
served both experimentally and theoretially using rst priniple density funtional
alulation [81℄, moleular beam epitaxy [82℄, FPLAPW method [83, 84℄, SQUID
magnetometry [85℄. The layerwise magneti moment for 3-16 ML of Fe on Ag is
arried out using KKR method [86℄. It is observed in all the ases that surfae and
interfae Fe magneti moments get enhaned ompared to other layers. But the
surfae magneti moment of Fe is more than the interfae value. Using interfae
assisted ion beam mixing for ordered layer struture, the magneti moment of Co in
Co/Ag system is found to be more, whereas it is less in the ase of Ni in Ni/Ag [87℄
ompared to the bulk. The FMR studies [88℄ show that when thikness of Ni is
between 4 and 7 nm, magnetization dereases whereas for thikness less than 4 nm
it inreases. Using magneto-optial sum rule [89℄, the enhanement of surfae and
interfae magneti moment for Fe/Ag is also observed for three ML of Fe deposited
on Ag. Using onversion eletron Mossbauer measurement [90℄, the enhanement
of magneti hyperne eld is observed ompared to bulk value for 2.4 ML and 5.5
ML of Fe on Ag(100). Experimentally it is also observed that as the thikness of
Fe layer inreases, the magneti moment per Fe atom dereases [91℄. Using LMTO
method along with Green's funtion tehnique [8℄, the interfae Fe magneti mo-
ment is found to be more ompared to other Fe layers in Fe/Cu. But in the ase
of Co/Cu, the interfae Co magneti moment slightly less ompared to its nearest
Co layer. Whereas, in Ni/Cu system there is signiant derement in Ni interfae
magneti moment ompared to that of other Ni atomi layers. This derement in Co
magneti moment at Co/Cu interfae is also observed using spin polarized sreen
KKR method [92℄ and SQUID magnetometry [93℄. At the Ni/Cu interfae, the Ni
magnetization redues by 30% due to hybridization between Ni d-band and Cu on-
dution band. Due to short sreening length, the eet of both surfae and interfae
is only upto one or two Ni atomi layers [94℄. For two ML of Cu on Ni, the inter-
fae magneti moment of Ni dereases [94, 95℄. The enhanement of Fe magneti
moment is found at Fe/Au interfae by density funtional theory (DFT) [56℄ alula-
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tion. The magneti properties of Fe, Co, Ni sandwih between Ag or Au half planes
are also arried out using layer Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (LKKR) method [96℄. The
Fe interfae moment onverges to 2.74 µB with the inrease in Au layers [97℄. The
study of eletroni states for various layers of Fe on Au(100) is arried out using
spin-resolved inverse photoemission study [98℄, FPLAPW method [70℄, DFT [56℄
and layer Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (LKKR) band-struture tehnique [96℄.
Surfae roughness are observed in various experiments [99℄. When a surfae
is grown in ase of Ni, the growth is layer-by-layer upto 3.2 ML, but beyond 4.2
ML a new layer starts before the previous layer is omplete. Hene the growth
of the previous layer is rough [99℄. Layer-by-layer growth of Fe on Ag is observed
from LEED and Auger spetrosopy [57℄, ultraviolet photoemission spetrosopy [26℄
upto three Fe layers. LEED, MEED and SMOKE analysis [100102℄ show that
when Fe is deposited on Cu, it gets agglomerated upto 5 ML. This leads to rough
surfae. Therefore, for any theoretial studies of surfae and interfae properties
it is neessary to treat surfae and interfae as rough, whih is missing in most of
the earlier theoretial approahes. Augmented spae formalism (ASF) oupled with
reursion method rst attempted to onsider a rough interfae, but interdiusion
of atoms was onsidered upto only one ML [19, 50℄. The growth of Fe on Cu is in
ferromagneti state [101, 102℄. ASF alulation nds that when Fe is deposited on
Ag and Cu, indued magneti moment on Ag is more than Cu whih ontradits
other theoretial studies [40, 62, 65, 66, 70, 71℄.
Few studies show that the interdiusion of atoms is not allowed for immisible
systems suh as Fe-Ag, Co-Ag and Ni-Ag. Therefore alloy formation is not possible
at the interfae [88, 103, 104℄. Co-Ag is not misible even in liquid stage [105℄.
Hene the possibility of intermixing is suppressed and the superlattie with sharp
interfae an be obtained [106, 107℄. The abrupt Fe/Ag interfae is also onrmed
from baksattering spetrosopy [108℄. From Auger eletron spetrosopy [104℄
it is observed that for the deposition of Fe overlayers on Ag, the onentration
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of Ag dereases with inrease in deposited layer thikness. When the target to
substrate distane is small, there is a hane of intermixing of Fe and Ag [104℄, whih
dereases with inrease in target to substrate distane. From the growth morphology
study of ultrathin iron lms on Ag(100), arried out using thermal energy helium
diration [25℄, it is observed that the sharpness of Fe on Ag interfae is aeted
by interdiusion and there is segregation of atoms at the interfae. The presene
of small islands are found from speular beam spot prole for 0.5 ML of Fe on Ag.
But for 1 ML of Fe, surfae roughness is not found. For Ag/Fe multilayers, the
surfae roughness of top Ag layer is observed from atomi fore mirosopy [58℄.
The roughness of rst Fe layer is observed from RHEED pattern [58℄. Initially,
when growth begins, the roughness is very high. With the inrease in number of Fe
or Ag grown layers, the amount of roughness dereases and after few atomi layers
it beomes onstant [58℄. When Fe is deposited on Ag layer, due to dierene in
surfae energy, intermixing of Fe and Ag our at the atomi level. But when Ag is
deposited on Fe layer, Fe atoms do not ome to the surfae hene the intermixing
do not our. So Fe-on-Ag have higher interfae roughness ompared to Ag-on-
Fe [109℄. Like Fe/Ag, Ag atoms may segregate to surfae due to dierene in Ni
and Ag surfae energies to minimize the surfae energy [64℄. In order to minimize
the surfae energy in immisible bulk systems, the surfae atoms undergo elasti
relaxation [110℄, that is, the surfae alloys are formed by elasti relaxation.
The interfae properties of Fe/Ag system are arried out experimentally using
X-ray standing wave tehnique along with Mossbauer spetrosopy [109℄. The inter-
mixing of atoms of iron lm of 0-10 ML thik and Ag(100) substrate at the interfae
is observed in an experiment of ion sattering spetrosopy [111℄ at low temperature
where thermal diusion is not allowed. With inrease in lm thikness, the amount
of Ag ontent in surfae dereases. For less onentrated Fe (about 10%), Fe atoms
are dispersed in the f Ag matrix or in disordered regions and ould not be distin-
guished [112℄. The interfae roughness is also observed in Fe/Ag multilayers with 2.4
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Å and 8.8 Å thik Fe layers on Ag substrate with more than 25 Å thikness, prepared
by sputtering [52℄. In this work it is observed that the top and bottom interfaes are
ferromagneti and the bottom interfae is less alloyed. The intermixing of 50%, 25%
and 12.5% Fe atoms with Ag substrate atoms at the interfae, middle and top layer
respetively is also reported [89℄. Two types of disorderedness at the interfae are
onsidered using TB-LMTO-ASA method [55℄. One is pseudo-amorphous, that is
without interdiusion and the other is hemial disorder that is interhange of Fe and
Ag atoms. The magneti moment of Fe atoms are 2.4 µB/atom without onsidering
interdiusion of atoms at the interfae. When there is 50% interdiusion of Fe and
Ag atoms at the ontat layer, the magneti moment of Fe atom get enhaned to 2.55
µB/atom for Fe(110)/Ag(111). Fe or Co magneti nano partiles an be dispersed
in non-magneti metalli matrix like Cu, Ag or Au [113℄. Like Fe/Ag, Co/Ag rough
interfae is obtained when the lm growth ours at high sputtering pressure [114℄.
Co and Ag are highly immisible [115℄, therefore intermixing of these atoms gives
granular behavior. The Co/Ag granular lms are prepared by MBE whih shows
that above 35% onentration, due to presene of Co impurities in Ag matrix, the
magnetoresistane dereases [116℄. It is observed that few atoms are displaed into
the other side of the interfae in Ni-Ag system in a moleular dynamis simulations
study [117℄. This roughness is only in one ML sale. The interdiusion of atoms at
Ni-Ag interfae is observed from TEM analysis [118℄. The abrupt interfae is also
obtained for Ni-Ag system [119℄ in sanning transmission eletron mirosopy. From
magneti diuse neutron sattering data [120℄, it is observed that with the inrease
in Cu onentration from 2 to 40%, the average magneti moment of Ni-Cu system
dereases from 0.59 µB to 0.17 µB respetively. The redution in Ni magneti mo-
ment is due to hemial sreening eet and ooperative magneti eet between Ni
atoms. From STM analysis of 0.12 ML Co on Cu, fuzzy islands are observed in Cu
substrate and Co atoms are found to intermix with Cu atoms at the surfae [121℄.
The amount of intermixing is more for 0.6 ML of Co on Cu. For 1.35 ML of Co
on Cu, the seond layer starts lling before the rst layer is lled, alled as bilayer
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growth mode upto 2 ML.
The solubility of magneti atoms are less in host metals [122℄. The solubility
of Co-Cu alloy is less than 5% at eah end of omposition range [123℄. Using ion
sattering equipment NODUS [124℄, it is observed that in Cu-rih Cu-Ni system,
the Cu segregation is less. But in alloy having 84 atomi.% Cu, Ni atoms segregate
to the surfae. The intermixing of Ni and Cu atoms in Ni-Cu multilayer is disussed
using HIKE method [125℄. Due to dierene in surfae energies of Ni and Cu,
Cu atoms segregate into Ni lms deposited on Cu substrate [126℄. The growth
of surfae is also rough. Minimum surfae energy of Ni is found in seond layer
using Green's funtion tehnique [127℄. This means Ni atoms interdiuse to seond
Cu layer. Using anomalous Hall eet [122℄ for Co atoms on Ag surfae layer, Co
atoms are observed to behave as free and unoupled magneti ions. But when the
Co onentration inreases more than 10% of an atomi layer, Co atoms are no
longer free. From surfae x-ray diration and moleular dynamis study [128℄,
interdiusion of 30% atoms are observed at the Ni-Cu interfae. And the interfae
is onned to two atomi layers adjaent to interfae. The interdiusion of Cu
atoms upto 25% is onsidered in an experiment using SQUID magnetometry [93℄.
The dynami evolution of Cu atoms into Ni layer is observed for 4 ML of Ni on Cu
substrate using moleular dynamis simulation [129℄.
It is observed from RHEED analysis that the interfae between Co and Au is
at [105℄. LEED and STM analysis [130℄ show that the growth is two dimensional
that is layerwise for less than or equal to one ML of Fe on Au with one Au apped
layer. It is no more two dimensional for more than one layer. It is also observed
that only 13% Co is soluble in Au [131℄. In a moleular dynamis simulations along
with embedded-atom-method (EAM) [132℄, it is found that the growth of Ni on
Au(001) is Volmer-Weber type, that is growth is 3 dimensional from the beginning.
The intermixing of atoms is also observed whih lead to strained lms. Au atoms
are found to segregate disorderly at the surfae region [133℄ and the growth is island
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type with dierent heights for Fe deposited on Au(100). There is some amount of
Au present at the surfae region for thik Fe layer. Fe/Au rough interfae is also
observed in sanning tunneling mirosopy studies [134℄. From the study using spin-
polarized embedded-luster method [135℄, it is observed that with Fe impurities in
Au, the magneti energy inreases, that is, the magneti moment of the single Fe
impurity in Au is more than the pure bulk Fe magneti moment. It is observed
using SQUID magnetometry that with inrease in Fe ontent the indued magneti
moment on Au inreases [136℄.
1.3 Motivation
Based on the literature survey, the motivations to arry out this work are as
follows.
1. Study of eletroni and magneti properties of transition metals (Fe, Co and
Ni) rough surfaes with surfae thikness upto few monolayers.
2. Layerwise variation of roughness is onsidered.
3. Study of eletroni and magneti properties of rough and alloyed interfae of
transition metals (Fe, Co and Ni) and metal substrates (Ag, Cu and Au) with
interdiusion of atoms upto few monolayers on both sides.
4. Consideration of lattie relaxation of the top most layer.
5. Extension of Augmented spae formalism to almost smooth surfae and sharp
interfae properties.
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1.4 Plan of Work
The detailed plan to arry work this thesis work is as follows.
1. To implement TB-LMTO ode to generate potential parameters to be used in
Augmented Spae Hamiltonian.
2. To develop ode for nearest neighbor map for reursion alulation.
3. The nearest neighbor map ode is oupled with ASF ode and apply this full
ode to study a known binary alloy for test.
4. We roughen the surfae with empty spheres and onsider surfae as an alloy of
surfae atoms and empty spheres and generate potential parameter for empty
sphere and surfae atom.
5. We apply ASF with reursion using the potential parameters as generated
above to alulate density of states, work funtions and magneti moments of
Fe, Co and Ni layers.
6. To avoid the lattie mismath between Fe and Ag or Au, we shall deposit Fe
in its b phase with 45
◦
rotation. But in ase of Co and Ni overlayer on Ag
and Au, we shall onsider the eet of lattie relaxation in surfae.
7. To study interfae properties we apply TB-LMTO to generate transition metal
and substrate metal potential parameters.
8. Due to interdiusion of transition metal atoms into metal substrate and vie
versa, the rough interfae is a binary alloy. We set up ASF hamiltonian for
the binary alloy transition metal (Fe, Co and Ni) and substrate metal (Ag, Cu
and Au) atoms using the potential parameters generated. We then alulate
density of states and magneti moments.
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1.5 Researh Outlines
The outlines of the present work are as follows.
1. Eletroni and magneti properties of (001) surfae are alulated upto twelve
layers of b Fe, f Co and f Ni transition metals. Two dierent ases of
roughness are onsidered
(a) Top four layers are treated with varying roughness and rest smooth.
(b) Top one layer with dierent degree of roughness and rest smooth.
2. Eletroni and magneti properties of (001) surfae are studied for almost
smooth surfae by onsidering nine atomi layers of b Fe, f Co and f Ni.
3. Eletroni and magneti properties are studied for sharp interfae of one ML
transition metal (Fe, Co and Ni) with semi-innite metal substrates (Ag, Cu
and Au). In this ase no interdiusion is onsidered.
4. Eletroni and magneti properties are studied for alloyed interfae of one ML
transition metal (Fe, Co and Ni) with one ML of metal substrates (Ag, Cu
and Au) while taking semi-innite substrates. 5% and 10% interdiusion of
atoms are onsidered.
5. Eletroni and magneti properties are studied for sharp interfae of two ML
transition metal (Fe, Co and Ni) with semi-innite metal substrates (Ag, Cu
and Au). In this ase no interdiusion is onsidered.
6. Eletroni and magneti properties are studied for alloyed interfae of two
layers transition metal (Fe, Co and Ni) with two layers of metal substrates
(Ag, Cu and Au) with varying degree of interdiusion of atoms into dierent
layers.
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7. Eletroni and magneti properties are studied for sharp interfae of three
layers transition metal (Fe, Co and Ni) with semi-innite metal substrates
(Ag, Cu and Au) without any interdiusion of atoms.
8. Eletroni and magneti properties are studied for rough interfae of one ML
transition metal (Fe, Co and Ni) with one ML metal substrates (Ag, Cu and
Au) while taking three layers of transition metal deposition on semi-innite
metal substrates. 5% interdiusion of atoms is onsidered.
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First Priniple Methods
2.1 Density Funtional Theory
The wave funtion Ψ arries all information about a quantum mehanial sys-
tem. So it is very important to nd the wave funtion from Shroedinger's equation.
In the stationary states of a time independent potential, the Shroedinger's equation
is: [−∇2 + V (r)]Ψn(r) = EnΨn(r) (2.1)
Here
−~2
2m = 1 is taken in atomi Rydberg unit. In the above equation r
represents the distane between eletron and nuleus, Ψn and En are the wave
funtions and energy levels respetively. For a simple ase having a single partile
like Hydrogen atom, Shroedinger's equation an be solved exatly. But for elements
having higher atomi number (Z) and their ompounds, that is for many-body
problems, the solution of suh equations is very diult. This diulty is due to
the eletrostati repulsion among many eletrons in presene of attrative nulei.
For N number of partiles, Shroedinger's equation will be of the form:
[
N∑
i
(−∇2 + V (ri))+∑
i<j
U(ri, rj)
]
Ψn(r1, r2, ..., rN) = EnΨn(r1, r2, ..., rN) (2.2)
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The rst term in the left hand side represents the kineti energy operator. The
seond term V (ri) is the potential energy of many eletrons due to attrative nulei.
The third term U deals with eletron-eletron interation. If the potentials V (ri)
and U(ri, rj) are known, Shroedinger's equation an be solved to obtain the wave
funtion Ψ(r). In general U is not exatly known and there is no simple diret
solution of suh a many body equations. We require approximations and indiret
method to solve suh a Shroedinger's equation. In an indiret method, a many-body
Shroedinger's equation is redued to an equivalent single partile Shroedinger's
equation like Hydrogen atom.
First approximation is Born-Oppenheimer adiabati approximation [137℄, in
whih eletrons and nulei are onsidered as two separate systems and their behav-
ior is studied independently. Next ome Hartree approximation. In this approxima-
tion eah eletron experienes an eetive potential due to other eletrons whih is
lassial Coulomb potential [137℄. The further approximation is Hartree-Fok the-
ory whih inludes quantum mehanial exhange potentials among the eletrons.
Hartree-Fok method does not take into aount eletron orrelation, that is spin
ontribution to Coulomb interation energy.
The density funtional theory (DFT) takes into aount all the above mentioned
approximations inluding eletron-eletron orrelation. In this theory the basi idea
is to write all physial quantities as a funtional of eletron density. The formulation
of theory began in 1927 by Thomas and Fermi. Aording Thomas-Fermi theory
[138℄, the variation in potential experiene by the eletron is very slow and the kineti
energy of the of the systems of eletrons is an expliit funtional of the density, as
that of non-interating eletrons in a homogeneous gas with density equal to the loal
density at any given point. Then the total energy of the system an be expressed
with the single partile density. But Thomas and Fermi did not onsider the eet of
exhange and orrelation. The problem in exhange part was orreted by Dira in
1930. However Thomas-Fermi-Dira theory was also inaurate. Beause aording
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to this theory, the kineti energy whih is a major ontribution to the total energy
is poorly approximated and the eletroni orrelation is ompletely negleted.
In 1964, Hohenberg and Kohn [139℄ formulated the most suessful DFT whih
inlude both eletron orrelation and exhange also. Hohenberg and Kohn formally
proved that all the ground state physial quantities an be written as a funtional of
ground state density n0(r). Starting from the density of the partile, all information
about ground state as well as exited state an be determined. Therefore all the
observables an be alulated from the ground state density. Thomas-Fermi theory
is then onsidered as an approximation to DFT. The two Hohenberg and Kohn
theorems are [138, 139℄:
• Theorem 1: Density as Basi Variable: For any system of interating
partiles in an external potential Vext(r), the potential Vext(r) is determined
uniquely, exept for a onstant, by the ground state partile density n0(r).
Therefore, all ground state properties of a system are ompletely determined
by the ground state density.
• Theorem 2: The Variational Priniple: A universal funtional for the
energy E[n] in terms of the density n(r) an be dened, valid for any external
potential Vext(r). For any partiular Vext(r), the exat ground state energy of
the system is global minimum value of this funtional, and the density n(r)
that minimizes the funtional is the exat ground state density n0(r).
This theorem gives the total energy as:
EHK [n] = T [n] + Eint[n] +
∫
d3rVext(r)n(r) + EII
= FHK [n] +
∫
d3rVext(r)n(r) + EII
where, EII is eletrostati ion-ion interation.
In 1965, Kohn and Sham [140℄ proposed a method to arry out eletroni
struture alulations. In this, the original many-body hamiltonian is replaed by
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an auxiliary system. The ground state density of original interating system is
taken as the density of the non-interating auxiliary system. Hene the many-body
Shroedinger's equation an be expressed as independent partile equation whih an
be easily solved to get ground state density and energy. The Kohn-Sham equation
is:
N∑
i=1
[−∇2 + Veff (r)]Ψi(r) = N∑
i=1
EiΨi(r) (2.3)
Here
−~2
2m = 1 is taken in atomi Rydberg unit. The eetive potential term
Veff(r) onsists of external potential, Hartree potential and exhange-orrelation
potential and is given by:
Veff (r) = Vext(r) + VHartree(r) + Vxc(r) (2.4)
= Vext(r) +
∫
2n(r′)
|r− r′|d
3
r
′ +
δExc[n]
δn(r)
(2.5)
where, the density is:
n(r) =
N∑
i=1
|Ψi(r)|2 (2.6)
The last term in the right hand side of equation 2.5 is not known exatly and
need to be modeled. These equations an be solved self onsistently to get ground
state energy for a system of N interating partiles. The step-by-step proedure
to solve Kohn-Sham equation is given in gure 2.1 [138℄. The auray of the
solution depends on various exhange-orrelation used. In an exhange-orrelation
term for weakly inhomogeneous system, the deviation of single partile density from
its homogeneous value is small. This is alled as Loal density approximation
(LDA). The exhange-orrelation energy in this approximation is:
Exc[n] =
∫
n(r)ǫxc[n(r)]d
3
r (2.7)
Considering the spin of the partile, this approximation is alled as loal spin
density approximation (LSDA) and is given by:
Exc[n↑, n↓] =
∫
n(r)ǫxc[n↑(r), n↓(r)]d
3
r (2.8)
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LDA is very suessful to alulate ohesive properties as well as for band
struture alulations. But it is not a good approximation for strongly orrelated
systems.
Start
Initial Guess for n↑(r), n↓(r)
Calulate eetive potential Veff(r)
Solve Kohn-Sham equation to get Ψi
Calulate eletron density, n(r) =
∑
i |Ψi(r)|2
Self-onsistent?
Output Ground state energy
End
yes
no
Figure 2.1: Flow Chart showing Solution of Kohn-Sham Equation.
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2.2 First Priniple Methods for Periodi Potential
First priniple or `Ab-initio' methods do not inlude experimental data to al-
ulate the eletroni struture using Shroedinger's equation within a set of approxi-
mations. There are many rst priniple methods used for band struture alulation.
We disuss briey various methods and in detail TB-LMTO method whih is used
for our alulations in the next setion.
Wigner and Seitz have proposed ellular method [141143℄ to alulate the en-
ergy level in valene band of sodium metal. In this method, the Shroedinger's equa-
tion is solved by replaing the periodi potential within the Wigner-Seitz ell with
spherially symmetri potential. They have also onsidered the polyhedron type
primitive ell as a sphere suh that the potential at the boundary is also spherial.
It gives spherially symmetri ellular wave funtions and energies. The problem
in this method is that it gives disontinuous derivative at the boundary, whereas
in atual ase the potential in interstitial region is at. This problem was removed
using mun-tin potential, in whih potential is spherially symmetri in ore atomi
region with radius r0 and onstant elsewhere (gure 2.2). The mun-tin potential
is:
U(r) = V (|r−R|), when |r−R| < r0 (ore region)
= V (r0) = V0, when |r−R| > r0 (interstitial region)
(2.9)
To alulate band struture in mun-tin potential, augmented plane wave
(APW) or Korringa, Kohn and Rostoker (KKR) methods are used. APW method
was given by Slater [144℄. It is a full potential method. In this method, the inter-
stitial region is dened by plane wave:
φk,ǫ = e
ik.r
(2.10)
It is ontinuous and rapidly osillatory in ore region. At the boundary of atomi
and interstitial region, the derivative is disontinuous. In KKR method [145, 146℄,
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Figure 2.2: Mun-tin Potential.
the potential is onsidered as spherially symmetri in atomi region and onstant
in spae between them. In this type, though the potential is spherial in ore
region, but unlike Wigner-Seitz ellular method, the atual polyhedron shape is
onsidered [146℄.
Orthogonalized planewave (OPW) method given by Herring [147℄ deals with
plane wave in the interstitial region. This method is not based on mun-tin poten-
tial. The plane waves are orthogonal to ore regions so that the osillatory behavior
in these regions an be maintained. The orthogonalized plane wave is [141℄:
φk = e
ik.r +
∑
c
bcΨ
c
k
(r) (2.11)
Here
∑
c is sum over all ore level with Bloh vetor k. It redues atual eletron
periodi potential to an eetively nearly free eletron alulation.
In pseudopotential method, the eet of ore region is negleted. When moleules
are formed, valene eletrons plays signiant role and the eet of ore eletrons
are negligible. Hene the Coulomb potential and ore region are replaed with
an eetive pseudopotential and the valene eletron wave funtion with pseudo-
wavefuntion. The pseudo-wavefuntion vary smoothly in ore region.
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2.3 Tight-binding Linear Mun Tin Orbital Method
In tight binding approximation, the eletroni wave funtion is given by linear
ombination of loalized atomi orbitals entered at eah atomi site. The tight-
binding one-eletron hamiltonian is:
H = −∇2 +
∑
R
VR(r−R) (2.12)
where the eetive potential is replaed by VR(r−R) entered at sites R. For
a spherially symmetri potential VR, the Shroedinger's equation is [137℄:
[−∇2 + VR(r)]φRlYL(rˆ) = ǫRlφRlYL(rˆ) (2.13)
[−∇2 + VR(r)− E]ψ(r) = 0 (2.14)
Here L represents angular momentum indies (l, m), φRl(r) are radial amplitude
and YL(rˆ) are spherial harmonis. ǫRl is the free atomi energies for an atom having
potential VR(r). Using mun-tin potential given by equations 2.9, the solution of the
above Shroedinger's equation is divided into two parts. First one is the radial part
of the solution whih is for the inside part of the mun-tin sphere. The other part
is the solution in the interstitial region between the mun-tin spheres. This part
depends on the struture onstant. These struture onstants ontain information
about the position of mun-tin spheres.
Aording to atomi sphere approximation (ASA), the Wigner-Seitz spheres
entered at nulei have spherial potentials at the enter and it neglets eletroni
kineti energy at the interstitial region. That is the atomi spheres do not overlap
with eah other. And this problem is similar to mun-tin spheres with an interstitial
region in between. Sine the eletroni kineti energy is negleted, the wave funtion
satisfy Laplae equation in the interstitial region. The spherial potential in the ore
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region is dened as VR(r−R) = VR(rR) where rR ≤ sR. sR is the radius of the
R-th sphere. ASA is reasonable when an innite olletion of atomi spheres are
onsidered.
In the absene of any atomi sphere, the Laplae equation is valid in whole
region. Sine Laplae equation is independent of the rotation of oordinate systems,
its solution an be given by Ψ(r) = al(r)YL(rˆ) where rˆ = r/r is unit vetor parallel to
r and L = (l, m) is the angular momentum index, l and m are orbital and magneti
quantum numbers. YL(rˆ) is spherial harmoni and al(r) is radial amplitude. The
dierential equation for radial amplitude is [137℄:
[
− ∂
2
∂r2
− 2
r
∂
∂r
+
l(l + 1)
r2
]
al(r) = 0 (2.15)
The above equation have both regular JL(r) and irregular KL(r) solutions of
the original Laplae equation. These solutions are:
JL(r) = Jl(r), Jl(r) =
1
2(2l + 1)
( r
w
)l
(2.16)
KL(r) = Kl(r), Kl(r) =
(w
r
)l+1
(2.17)
The quantity w makes these funtions dimensionless. YL(rˆ) satisfy orthonor-
mality ondition. These two solutions are related to eah other in terms of anonial
struture onstant.
KL(rR) = −
∑
L′
SRL,R′L′JL′(rR′) (2.18)
where, SR′L′,R′′L′′ =
∑
L
(−1)l′′+1 8π(2l − 1)!!CLL′L′′
(2l′ − 1)!!(2l′′ − 1)!!KL(R
′′ −R′) (2.19)
Here l = l′ + l′′. SR′L′,R′′L′′ are the anonial struture onstant and CLL′L′′
is Gaunt oeient. Canonial struture onstants are symmetri in nature and
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they obey inverse power law. In order to get a smooth mathing of a funtion with
linear ombination of other funtions, for a system having several atomi spheres,
the Wronskian is onsidered. The Wronskian for Jl(r) and Kl(r) is:
{Jl(r), Kl(r)} = −w
2
(2.20)
Hene the mathing ondition at the sphere boundary r = sR for radial ampli-
tude, φRl(r, E), with the linear ombination of Jl(r) and Kl(r) is:
φRl(r, E)→ 2
w
[{φRl(r, E), Jl(r)}|r=sRKl(r)− {φRl(r, E), Kl(r)}|r=sRJl(r)] (2.21)
And a potential funtion PRl(E) in terms of two Wronskian and the normaliza-
tion funtion NRl(E) are:
PRl(E) =
{Kl(r), φRl(r, E)}
{Jl(r), φRl(r, E)} |r=sR = 2(2l + 1)
(
w
sR
)2l+1
DRl(E) + l + 1
DRl(E)− l
NRl(E) =
w
2
1
{φRl(r, E), Jl(r)}|r=sR = (2l + 1)
(
w
sR
)l+1
1
φRl(sR, E)
1
l −DRl(E)
(2.22)
Here DRl(E) represents logarithmi derivative. The mathing ondition now
redues to,in terms of the above two funtions:
NRl(E)φRl(r, E) → Kl(r)− PRl(E)Jl(r) (2.23)
Returning to original mun-tin potential with several atomi spheres, we on-
sider a linear superposition
ψ(r) =
∑
RL
aRLΨRL(r, E) (2.24)
ΨRL(r, E) are alled mun-tin orbitals and given by:
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ΨRL(r, E) = NRl(E)φRl(rR, E) + PRl(E)JL(rR) for rR ≤ sR,
= KL(rR) for rR ≥ sR
(2.25)
The mun-tin orbitals are the smooth funtion in the whole spae, and it
satises Laplae equation outside mun-tin sphere and the boundary onditions
are well dened at innitesimal distant point. When the funtion KL(rR) is dened
in the whole spae, the mun-tin orbitals inside and outside the mun-tin sphere
are alled as the head and tail of the orbital. But Shroedinger's equation is not
satised inside the sphere. To nd the ondition that ψ(r) (equation 2.24) satisfy
the Shroedinger's equation inside the atomi sphere, we rewrite equation 2.25 in
terms of its tail orbitals (KL(rR)) for the points inside another atomi sphere into
the funtion JL′(rR′):
ΨRL(r, E) = NRl(E)φRl(rR, E) + PRl(E)JL(rR), rR ≤ sR,
= −
∑
L′
SRL,R′L′JL′(rR), rR′ ≤ sR′(R′ 6= R)
= KL(rR), r ∈ I
(2.26)
Substituting equation 2.26 into equation 2.24, ψ(r) satisfy the Shroedinger's
equation provided the oeient of JL′(rR′) vanish. This leads to so-alled tail
anellation of mun-tin orbitals:
∑
RL
aRL[PRl(E)δRL,R′L′ − SRL,R′L′] = 0 (2.27)
Non-trivial solution of aRL exist if the seular determinant vanishes:
det[PRl(E)δRL,R′L′ − SRL,R′L′] = 0 (2.28)
This equation is alled KKR-ASA seular equation and it divides the eigenvalue
problem into two parts, that is, the potential funtion and the strutural onstant.
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The potential funtion tells about individual atomi properties and the strutural
onstant whih are energy independent tells about the position of atomi spheres.
But these potential parameters are non-linear in energy dependene. Therefore the
seular equation annot be redued to standard matrix eigenvalue equation. It is
neessary to linearize these potential parameters using variational priniple. The
linearisation of the KKR-ASA seular equation means the energy linearisation of
the radial amplitude in the neighborhood of some energy E = Eν,Rl taken along the
entre of oupied valene density of states. Therefore using energy linearisation,
the seular equation is:
det[EδRR′,LL′ −HorthRR′,LL′] = 0 (2.29)
suh that the orthogonal LMTO hamiltonian is:
Horth = Eν − ({K,Φ} − {J,Φ}S) ({K, Φ˙} − {J, Φ˙}S)−1
= C +
√
∆S(1− γS)−1
√
∆
(2.30)
Here, S is the struture matrix. C, ∆ and γ are the diagonal matries orre-
sponding to potential parameters CRl, ∆Rl and γRl. The potential parameter CRl
orrespond to the entre, ∆Rl to width and γRl to the distortion of a pure that is
unhybridized Rl−th band. The onept of these potential parameters depend on
the onept of anonial bands. In terms of Wronskian the potential parameters are
dened by:
CRl = Eν,Rl − {K,Φ}Rl{K, Φ˙}Rl
∆Rl =
w
2
1
{K, Φ˙}2Rl
γRl =
{J, Φ˙}Rl
{K, Φ˙}Rl
(2.31)
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Augmented Spae Formalism
Prior to Augmented spae formalism (ASF), the theories whih were mostly
applied to study binary disordered alloys were virtual rystal approximation (VCA)
and oherent potential approximation (CPA). These are mean eld theories. In
VCA, the potential at eah lattie site is replaed by an average potential. This
approximation does not onsider any sattering aused by random potential u-
tuations about the average. The approximation is appliable only if the random
variation of the diagonal terms is very small. CPA was introdued by Soven [148℄.
He modeled a substitutional alloy based on the onept of an eetive or oherent
potential. The oherent potential plaed at every site of the lattie and stimulate the
eletroni properties of the atual alloy. The oherent potentials are omplex energy
dependent quantity whih desribes the average eet of the medium. CPA is a
single-site mean eld approximation so it annot deal with multi-site properties like
o-diagonal disorder, short range ordering, eets of random lustering in impurity
bands and the eets of extended defets [149℄. Extended eets involve orrelated
random utuations from more than one site. But the generalization of the CPA for
multi site problems is diult. Therefore a general onguration averaging method
is developed. This is alled augmented spae formalism.
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3.1 Conguration Averaging
Why there is a need of onguration averaging? Let us onsider an example of
an experimenter arrying out energy resolved photo-emission studies on a disordered
metalli alloy to nd the density of states of the valene eletrons. He keeps the en-
ergy window of the exited outgoing eletrons narrow and varies the frequeny of the
inident photon. If he arries out the experiment on ten dierent samples of the same
alloy, he should obtain slightly dierent result. The alloy is random and dierent
samples will give dierent results but the variation is well within the experimental
error bar. Here he atually observes the physial property with the average over
dierent realizable ongurations of atomi arrangement in a single sample, that is,
he observes the onguration averaged result. These measured properties are global
to the system. In quantum mehanis and statistial physis, it is very ommon
to deal with the averages of all possible states. In statistial physis, if dierent
possible states of a anonial ensemble are oupied with Boltzmann probabilities,
then at nite temperature the observable physial properties are the average over
the ensemble. Similarly, in quantum mehanis, the observable physial system is
the average over dierent possible states with probabilities given by the squared
amplitude of the wave funtion projetion onto these states. And onguration av-
eraging is meaningless for loal properties. Consider a marosopially large system
made up of subsystems suh that eah subsystem resembles the onguration of the
system. Using the idea of spatial ergodiity, in the limit of the size and number
of subsystems of a marosopially large system, the subsystems of a single sample
exatly repliate all its possible ongurations. A global property whih averages
over the subsystems beomes the same as the average over all ongurations. Con-
guration averaging is very relevant for study of disordered systems. In a binary
alloy, atomi position are oupied by two dierent atoms, A and B, randomly with
ertain probability. Therefore, there an be large number of oupational ongura-
tion. ASF indeed takes are of eah onguration to nd out the average property
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unlike in VCA and CPA.
3.2 Augmented Spae Formalism
To visualize the onguration spae [149℄ of a set of random variables, let us
onsider the Ising model whih onsists of spins {σR} arranged on a disrete lattie
labelled by R. Eah spin σR an have two possible states or ongurations whih is
denoted by | ↑R〉 and | ↓R〉. The olletion of all linear ombinations of these two
states, that is, {| ↑R〉+ | ↑R〉}, {| ↑R〉+ | ↓R〉}, {| ↓R〉+ | ↑R〉} and {| ↓R〉+ | ↓R〉} is
alled the onguration spae of σR. In general, the onguration spae is given by
{a| ↑R〉+b| ↓R〉}. Here it has 22 ongurations. But for a set of N spins, the number
of possible ongurations are 2N . For this N spins eah of 2N ongurations an be
written as a sequene of m up-states and N −m down-states. The number N−m is
alled the ardinality of the onguration and the sequene is alled the ardinality
sequene of the onguration spae. For example, for a partiular onguration of 5
spins | ↑1↓2↓3↑4↓5〉, the ardinality sequene is {2, 3, 5}. Cardinality sequene is the
unique way for labelling the onguration of a system. The rank of onguration
spae Φ is 2N in this ase and is given by the diret produt of the onguration
spaes of the individual spins, that is:
Φ =
∏
R
⊗φR (3.1)
For the spins that an have more than 2 states, that is, n > 2, the set of N spins
an have nN ongurations. Now instead of σR onsider the random variable εR of
the Anderson model suh that εR are independently distributed. The onguration
spae of this Anderson model is isomorphi to the olletion of Ising spins. The
probability density p(εR) for the distribution of random variable εR is a positive
denite funtion. The density of states orresponding to the hamiltonian H is also
a positive denite funtion and is related to H as:
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n(ε) = −1
π
ℑ〈ψ|((εR + i0)I −H)−1|ψ〉 (3.2)
= −1
π
ℑG(εR + i0) (3.3)
Sine p(εR) is a positive denite funtion like density of states, therefore one
an onstrut an operator MR in onguration spae similar to H in Hilbert spae
suh that p(εR) an be written as [149151℄:
p(εR) = −1
π
ℑ〈φ|((εR + i0)I −MR)−1|φ〉 (3.4)
= ℑg(εR + i0) (3.5)
The operator MR in the onguration spae is assoiated with the random
variable εR. If εR is a binary distribution having values 0 and 1 with probabilities
x and y = 1− x, then M is:
M =
(
x
√
xy√
xy y
)
(3.6)
The average of a well-behaved funtion f(εR) of εR is dened as:
〈〈f(εR)〉〉 =
∫
f(εR)p(εR))dεR (3.7)
In terms of g(z), this redues to:
⇒ 〈〈f(εR)〉〉 =
∮
f(z)g(z)dz (3.8)
The integral is taken over losed ontour enlosing the singularities of g(z) but
not any of f(z). Here f(z) is well-behaved, that is, it has no singularities in the
neighborhood of a singularity of g(z). If the funtion g(z) is expanded in the basis
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of its eigenstates {|µ〉} of Mi with a spetral density funtion ρ(µ) of Mi the above
equation redues to:
〈〈f(εR)〉〉 =
∫
dρ(µ)〈φ|µ〉
[∮
f(z)(z − µ)−1
]
〈µ|φ〉 (3.9)
= 〈φ|
[∫
dρ(µ)|µ〉f(µ)〈µ|
]
|φ〉 (3.10)
= 〈φ|f(MR)|φ〉 (3.11)
The seond line requires the funtion to be well behaved at innity. f(MR) is
the same funtional of MR as f(εR) of εR, that is, if f(εR) is ε
2
R then f(MR) is M
2
R.
This generalization of the above equation to the averages of funtions of the set of
random variables is:
〈〈f({εR})〉〉 = 〈φ|f˜({M˜R})|φ〉 (3.12)
All operators in the full onguration spae is denoted by the tilde variables.
The operator M˜R is:
M˜R = I ⊗ I ⊗ · · · ⊗MR ⊗ I ⊗ · · · (3.13)
This is augmented spae theorem [149151℄. Hene the onguration average
of the Green's funtion is:
〈〈GRR(z)〉〉 = 〈R⊗ φ|(zI˜ − H˜({M˜R}))−1|R⊗ φ〉 (3.14)
Here H˜ =
∑
R
PR ⊗ M˜R +
∑
R
∑
R′
VRR′TRR′ ⊗ I˜ (3.15)
In this hamiltonian the original random variables are replaed by the orre-
sponding onguration spae operators found from their probability distributions.
This augmented hamiltonian is an operator in the augmented spae Ψ = H ⊗ Φ
where H is the spae spanned by the tight binding basis and φ is the full ongura-
tion spae. The augmented hamiltonian has no randomness in it. And the result is
exat.
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3.3 Reursion Method
A new orbital basis set {u1, u2 ..., un, ...} is generated from the original orbital
basis of the hamiltonian using the following reurrene relation [1, 152℄:
Hun = anun + bn+1un+1 + bnun−1 (3.16)
The initial orbital u0 is hosen to be any orbital of the original basis. Here
u−1 = 0. The advantage of this new basis set is that the hamiltonian in this basis
takes a tridiagonal form. The resolvent G is then found to be as a ontinued fration
whih an easily be evaluated. The elements of this tridiagonal hamiltonian are the
reursive parameters a's and b's. {an} are the real numbers and {bn} are the positive
numbers. The rst reursion orbital is u0 and it is normalized to unity. Other states
are projeted on this rst orbital. When the hamiltonian is operated on the rst
orbital, the result is the linear ombination of u0 and u1 given by:
Hu0 = a0u0 + b1u1 (3.17)
The orthogonalization of Hu0 to u0 gives the rst reursive parameter a0:
a0 = u
†
0SHu0 (3.18)
Here S is the overlap matrix element in the old basis. u†0 is the olumn vetor
of elements whih are omplex onjugates of the elements of u0. Normalizing u1 we
get:
b1 =
[
(Hu0 − a0u0)†S(Hu0 − a0u0)
]1/2
(3.19)
This gives the rst b value. Using rst a and b values, we an get the next
reursive orbital, that is,
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u1 =
(Hu0 − a0u0)
b1
(3.20)
b1 is the matrix element of the hamiltonian between u0 and u1. In this way,
starting from a single orbital, all suessive orbitals an be alulated. In general:
an =u
†
nSHun
bn+1 =
[
(Hun − anun − bnun−1)†S(Hun − anun − bnun−1)
]1/2 (3.21)
and
un+1 =
(Hun − anun − bnun−1)
bn+1
(3.22)
The tridiagonal matrix is symmetri and hene the reurrene relation is also
symmetri. From the a's and b's, the projeted resolvent (R0(E)) is [153℄:
R0(E) =
1
(E − a0)− b
2
1
(E − a1)− b
2
2
(E − a2)− ...
(3.23)
And the partial density of states is:
n(u0;E) = lim
ǫ→0+
−1
π
ℑR0(E + iǫ) (3.24)
Sine the new reursive orbital depends on the previous orbital, so the error in
the reursion alulation multiplies, that is, grow exponentially. But this does not
aet the auray of the reurrene relation [1℄. Reursion method is an eetive
tool to study the loalization properties.
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3.4 Augmented Spae in TB-LMTO Basis
To study the rst priniple properties of random system, the augmented spae
hamiltonian is written within TB-LMTO basis. The loalized tight binding hamil-
tonian derived from LMTO-ASA theory is written for substitutionally disordered
random binary alloys as [149℄:
HαRL,R′L′ = CˆRLδRR′δLL′ + △ˆ1/2RLSαRL,R′L′△ˆ1/2R′L′
CˆRL = C
A
RLnR + C
B
RL(1− nR)
△ˆ1/2RL = (△ARL)1/2nR + (△BRL)1/2(1− nR)
Here R is the lattie sites and L = (lm) are the orbitals indies. For transi-
tion metal l < 2. CARL, C
B
RL, △ARL and △BRL are the potential parameters of the
onstituents A and B of the alloy. nR are the loal site oupation variables whih
randomly takes value 1 and 0 aording to whether the site is oupied by an A
atom or not. Now replaing the loal site oupation variable {nR} by {M˜R}, we
get the augmented hamiltonian:
H˜ =
∑
RL
(
CBRLI˜ + δCRLM˜R
)
⊗ a†RaR + · · ·
+
∑
RL
∑
R′L′
(
△BRLI˜ + δ△RLM˜R
)
SαRL,R′L′
(
△BR′L′ I˜ + δ△R′L′M˜R′
)
⊗ a†RaR
(3.25)
where
δCRL =
(
CARL − CBRL
)
(3.26)
δ△RL =
(
(△ARL)1/2 − (△BRL)1/2
)
(3.27)
I˜ is the identity operator in the augmented spae. M˜R in the seond quantized
notation [154℄ is:
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M˜R = xb†R0bR0 + (1− x)b†R1bR1 +
√
x(1− x)
(
b†R0bR1 + b
†
R1bR0
)
(3.28)
(b†R0, bR0) and (b
†
R1, bR1) are the reation and annihilation operators in the aug-
mented spae, where eah site is haraterized by two states (0,1), whih may be
identied with the up and down states of an Ising system. The augmented hamil-
tonian is an operator in the augmented spae Φ = H ⊗ ∏φR , where H is the
Hilbert spae spanned by the ountable basis set {|r〉}. The operators used in the
augmented hamiltonian are:
(a) a†RaR′ with R = R
′
and R 6= R′ are the operators ating on a vetor in the
augmented spae hange only the real spae label but keeps the onguration
part unhanged.
(b) a†RaR′b
†
kλbkµ with R = R
′
and R 6= R′ are the operators ating on an augmented
spae vetor may hange real spae label (if R 6= R′)and may also hange
onguration at site R or R′ (if λ 6= µ). k is R or R′. λ and µ takes values
only 0 and 1. This resembles a single-spin-ip Ising operator in onguration
spae.
() a†RaR′b
†
RλbRµb
†
R′νbR′ξ, with λ, µ, ν, ξ taking values 0 and 1, are the operators that
may hange the real-spae label (if R 6= R′ ), as well as the onguration
either at R or R′ or both. This resembles a double-spin-ip Ising operator in
the onguration spae.
In onguration spae, the operations (a) to () hange the ardinality and
ardinality sequene. In the Hilbert spae, the basis |m〉 is given by a olumn vetor
with zero everywhere exept at the mth position suh that the inner produt are:
〈m|n〉 =CTmCn
a†manCp =δnpCm
(3.29)
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The basis in
∏⊗ φR has the form |f 1λ1⊗f 1λ1⊗ ...〉 suh that eah λi may be either
0 or 1. In ASF, the number 1 dene the ardinality of the basis and the ardinality
sequene is given by {SC}. Thus the binary sequene is given by B[C, {SC}]. This
is a member of the basis in the onguration spae. The dot produt between the
basis members is:
B[C, {SC}]⊙B[C ′, {SC′}] = δCC′δ{SCSC′} (3.30)
Applying reursion on the augmented hamiltonian (equation 3.25) the resolvent
whih is in ontinued fration form is onguration averaged Green's funtion and
is given by:
〈〈GRL,RL(z)〉〉 = 1
z − a0 − b
2
1
z − a1 − b
2
2
.
.
.
b2N
z − aN − b2N+1T (z)
(3.31)
Here T (z) is the terminator used to estimate the asymptoti part of the ontin-
ued fration. In our ase, the system is innite. The terminator must be determined
from a set of initial oeients suh that the ontinued fration approah is on-
vergent. This asymptoti part determines the essential singularities of the Green's
funtion suh as band edges (emin and emax) and band weights (w). Band edges are
rst rudely determined from few initial ontinued fration oeients. It is further
rened by how they are onverging when few more oeients are inluded. The
terminator is so determined from band edges and band weights that the Green's
funtion satisfy the herglotz properties [149℄.
Luhini and Nex [149,155℄ proposed a method of joining the terminator oe-
ients to the rst few exatly alulated oeient. Aording to their method:
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aˆn =


an, n < n1
1/2{(1− sin{δ(n+ φ)}an) + (1 + sin{δ(n+ φ)}aˆn)}, n1 < n < n2
aˆn, n2 < n
bˆn =


bn, n < n1
1/2{(1− sin{δ(n+ φ)}bn) + (1 + sin{δ(n+ φ)}bˆn)}, n1 < n < n2
bˆn, n2 < n
Here δ = π/(n2−n1) and φ = −(n1+n2)/2. Two sets of reursion equations are
used to alulate the terminator. In one type, two sets of orthogonal polynomials
are obtained, given by:
Pn+1(z) =(z − an)Pn(z)− b2nPn−1(z)
Qn+1(z) =(z − an)Qn(z)− b2nQn−1(z)
(3.32)
suh that, P1(z) = 0 = Q0 and P0 = 1 = Q−1. The seond reursive relation
used to nd the set of oeient {γn, δn} starting from the state |0〉 = F (z), where
F (z) is herglotz funtion given by:
F (z) = 8w
[
z − emax − emin
2
−
√
(z − emin)(z − emax)
]
/(emax − emin)2(3.33)
This reursive relation is:
|n+ 1〉 = (z − γn)|n〉 − δ2n|n− 1〉 (3.34)
with the inner produt dened by 〈f |g〉 =∑i wif(αi)g(αi) with
wi =
πw
n+ 1
sin2 vi
αi =ai + (1− cos vi)(emax − emin)/2
vi =
iπ
n+ 1
(3.35)
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Using these ontinued fration oeients, the two orthogonal polynomials are:
Rn+1(z) =(z − γn)Rn(z)− δ2nRn−1(z)
Sn+1(z) =(z − γn)Sn(z)− δ2nSn−1(z)
(3.36)
Using these polynomials, the terminator (T (z)) and hene the Green's funtion
(G(z)) is:
T (z) =
Sn2−2(z)− F (z)Rn2−1(z)
δ2n2−1[Sn2−3(z)− F (z)Rn2−2(z)]
(3.37)
G(z) =
Qn2−2(z)− b2n2−1T (z)Qn2−3(z)
Pn2−1(z)− b2n2T (z)Pn2−2(z)
(3.38)
When a single atom is added to a large but nite system, it shifts all the eigen-
values of the system. This arbitrary small perturbation leads to non-onvergene
of Green's funtion. This an innitely hange the Green's funtion near its orre-
sponding poles. Hene the onvergene of ASR is very important. Most physial
quantities are averages over the spetrum of the type.
F (E) =
∫ E
−∞
f(E ′)n(E ′)dE ′
The onvergene of the reursion depends upon the onvergene of these phys-
ial quantities. For example, the Fermi energy is dened by:∫ EF
−∞
n(E ′)dE ′ = ne
here ne is the total number of eletrons, and the band energy is:
U =
∫ EF
−∞
E ′n(E ′)dE ′
Then study is for the onvergene of the indenite integrals of the kind
Mk(E) =
∫ E
−∞
(E ′)kn(E ′)dE ′
(E ′)k is monotoni and well behaved within the integration range.
In the reursion method, the errors an arise due to a nite number of reur-
sion steps and the termination of the ontinued fration using one of the available
terminator; a large but nite luster in real spae; and a nite subspae of the
onguration spae.
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3.5 Transition to Smooth Surfaes
ASF an also be applied to ases where surfae roughness is negligible, that is,
almost smooth surfaes. One would have thought, given the way we modeled the
roughness of surfaes, that if we simply let the onentration of the empty spheres
go to zero and we would reover the smooth surfaes. However, that is not the ase.
As the onentration of the empty sphere dereases, these `impurities' beome more
and more isolated and form highly spikey impurity states. The oherent potential
approximation for example fails in this omposition range and do not adequately
reprodue the impurity strutures in the density of states. Originally it was also
thought that the ASF too misses out these strutures. However, areful analysis of
the terminator or the asymptoti behaviour of the ontinued fration, indiated
that this reprodues impurity peaks quite aurately. We have to inorporate not
only the singularities at the band edges, but also those lying on the ompat spe-
trum of H . Viswanath and Müller [156, 157℄ has proposed a terminator:
T (z) =
2π(Em)
(p+2q+1)/2
B
(
p+ 1
2
, 1 + q
) |z − E0|p {(z − E1)(E2 − z)}q (3.39)
The spetral bounds are at E1, E2 with square-root singularities, E
2
m = E1E2
and there is a usp singularity at E0 if p = 1, q = 1 or infra-red divergene if
p = −1/2, q = 0. E0 sits on the ompat spetrum of H . Magnus [158℄ has ited a
losed form of the onvergent ontinued fration oeients of the terminator :
β22n = E
2
m
4n(n+ q)
(4n+ 2q + p− 1)(4n+ 2q + p + 1)
β22n+1 = E
2
m
(2n+ 2p+ 1)(2n+ 2q + p+ 1)
(4n+ 2q + p+ 1)(4n+ 2q + p+ 3)
(3.40)
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Figure 3.1: (Top) Reursion oeients β2n from the reursive alulations (blue)
and terminator (red) smoothly enmeshed. (Bottom) Density of states with a peak
at the origin.
The parameters of the terminator are estimated from the asymptoti part of
the ontinued fration oeients alulated from our reursion. The Viswanath-
Müller terminator [156, 157℄ is appropriate for infra-red divergenes and seamlessly
enmeshed with the alulated oeients as shown in Figure 3.1.
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Transition Metals Surfaes
In this hapter we disuss eletroni and magneti properties of (001) surfaes of
b Fe(001), f Co(001) and f Ni(001). We onsider few atomi layers for a
surfae. We hoose twelve layers in total and onsidered two more layers with
empty spheres whih ontain harge but no atoms above surfae layer. These empty
spheres take are of the harge leakage into the vauum. The potential parameters
are generated from TB-LMTO within loal spin density approximation (LSDA)
using Barth and Hedin exhange orrelation potential [159℄. Wave equations are
solved by the salar-relativisti alulations. Atoms at top most layer are more
weekly bound than atoms at inner atomi layers. The lattie relaxation for top
most layer in these three systems is arried out by minimum energy priniple. The
lattie relaxation for b Fe(001) is found at 5%. Similarly the lattie relaxation
for f Co(001) and Ni(001) are respetively found to be 16% and 9%. With these
relaxed lattie onstants potential parameters are generated for the top most layer.
The TB-LMTO potential parameters for rest of the layer are generated using bulk
lattie parameter [160℄.
As disussed in the introdution, the surfae roughness is not only reated on
the top most layer but there are some amount of roughness in the subsurfae layers.
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Hene surfae annot be dened with a single atomi layer. In order to deal with suh
realisti situation, we roughen top four layers with dierent amount of roughness.
As we go down from the top layer, roughness of these four layers dereases from
20% to 5%. We also onsider dierent amount of roughness of the top most layer
only and ompare the results for these two types of rough surfaes onsidered.
We show ASF an also be extended to smooth surfaes. The smooth surfae
is not ahieved by simply putting the onentration of the empty spheres to zero.
However, as the onentration of the empty sphere dereases, these `impurities'
beome more and more isolated. The smooth surfae properties are obtained using
a suitable terminator as disussed in previous hapter. Our results for smooth
surfae agree with earlier reported theoretial studies whih proves ASF an be
used for smooth surfae alulation. To arry out suh smooth surfae alulations,
we hoose nine layers of b Fe(001), f Co(001) and f Ni(001) with two layers
of empty spheres above surfae. In this ase also the potential parameters for top
most layer are generated onsidering the lattie relaxation as in the ase of rough
surfae. We use eight shell augmented spae alulation and nine steps of reursion.
We also generate potential parameters for the top most layer without relaxing
the lattie parameter in the ase of Fe(001). Lattie parameter of the top most layer
is expeted to be more than other layers due to loose bonding. This situation an
be modeled by reating regular voids in b Fe so that bonding is weaker. Therefore
we remove body entered atom in b lattie whih redues number of bonds. This
way we generate the potential parameters for b Fe with missing body entered
atom. But the results with relaxed lattie parameter gives better results than this.
Therefore we onsider relaxation proedure for all other systems.
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4.1 Eet of Roughness on Surfae Properties of
Fe(001), Co(001) and Ni(001)
Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 show layerwise spin resolved DOS for top ve layers
as well as for bulk layers for Fe(001), Co(001) and Ni(001) respetively. In these
systems, the amount of roughness dereases from 20% to 0% with a dierene of 5%
as we go down from the top most layer. In the ase of smooth surfaes the width of
the density of states (DOS) of the top most surfae layer (S) is narrower as ompared
to the bulk [11, 17℄, whih gradually inreases in the inner layers to approah bulk
DOS. This trend hanges when dierent layers are roughened with dierent amount
of roughness. These gures show that width of DOS inreases substantially at S-1
layer and then reahes to the bulk values very slowly. Though width of DOS from
S-2 layer onwards hanges slowly, but there are signiant hanges in struture of
DOS. This is due to variation in roughness. The width of DOS of the top most
surfae layer (S) is narrower as ompared to the bulk whih is expeted. DOS attain
the bulk value at the S-9
th
layer down the top most layer in the ase of Fe(001)
whereas at the S-8
th
layer in ase of Co(001) and Ni(001).
These gures show variation in spin resolved DOS. We note that down spin
eletrons ontribute signiantly to DOS at the Fermi level at the layers S & S-1 in
the ase of Fe(001) (gure 4.1). This trend is hanged at the S-2 level where both
up and down spins have signiant ontributions indiating that this layer is less
magneti. It is other way round at S-3 layer where up has signiant ontribution
and down is negligible. In the ase of Co(001) (gure 4.2) ontributions of spin-down
to the DOS at the Fermi level is signiant ompared to spin-up at all the layers.
This is also true in the ase of Ni(001) (gure 4.3) exept at S-1 layer where both
have signiant ontributions. This means S-1 layer of Ni is almost non-magneti
at Fermi level. The appearane of new peaks in DOS, with hange in roughness
orrespond to disorderedness.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of layer based spin resolved DOS with dierent amount of
roughness in top four layers of Fe(001). Fermi energy is reset at zero.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of layer based spin resolved DOS with dierent amount of
roughness in top four layers of Co(001). Fermi energy is reset at zero.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of layer based spin resolved DOS with dierent amount of
roughness in top four layers of Ni(001). Fermi energy is reset at zero.
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Table 4.1: Fermi energies and Work Funtions.
Four layered rough surfae Smooth surfae
Properties
Fe(001) Co(001) Ni(001) Fe(001) Co(001) Ni(001)
Fermi Energy (Ry) -0.07 -0.06 -0.08 -0.07 -0.06 -0.08
Work Funtion (eV) 4.15 5.42 4.79 4.15 5.33 4.79
Table 4.2: Layered based and bulk (B) orbital resolved magneti moment in
µB/atom for the three systems with dierent amount of roughness on top four
layers.
Roughness Fe(001) Co(001) Ni(001)
Layers
(%) s p d Total s p d Total s p d Total
S 20 -0.06 0.03 2.82 2.79 -0.01 0.03 2.30 2.32 0.0 0.0 0.63 0.63
S-1 15 -0.05 -0.03 2.15 2.07 -0.07 -0.01 1.20 1.12 -0.02 0.0 0.43 0.41
S-2 10 -0.02 -0.03 1.89 1.84 -0.02 -0.04 1.82 1.76 -0.01 -0.01 0.64 0.62
S-3 5 -0.02 -0.05 2.13 2.06 -0.01 -0.05 1.97 1.91 -0.01 -0.02 0.74 0.71
S-4 0 -0.01 0.00 2.02 2.01 0.04 -0.06 1.72 1.70 0.01 -0.02 0.36 0.35
S-5 0 -0.04 -0.08 2.20 2.08 0.00 -0.06 1.68 1.62 0.00 -0.03 0.46 0.43
S-6 0 -0.02 -0.05 2.29 2.22 0.00 -0.05 1.71 1.66 0.00 -0.02 0.57 0.55
S-7 0 -0.02 -0.06 2.56 2.48 -0.01 -0.06 1.62 1.55 -0.00 -0.02 0.55 0.53
S-8 0 -0.02 -0.06 2.27 2.19
S-9/B 0 -0.02 -0.06 2.25 2.17
-0.02 -0.06 1.62 1.54 -0.01 -0.02 0.55 0.52
Table 4.1 shows the Fermi energies and work funtion. The Fermi energy is
arried out using TB-LMTO method. There is negligible eet of roughness on
work funtion for the ase of Fe and Ni but there is slight hange in the ase of Co.
Orbital resolved layerwise magneti moment for all the three systems with dif-
ferent amount of roughness at the top four layers is tabulated in the table 4.2.
The topmost layer (S) of Fe(001) & Co(001) has the maximum magneti moment.
Whereas layer S-3 of Ni(001) has maximum magneti moment. This is indeed true
beause splitting of spin up and down DOS is maximum at these respetive layers
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Figure 4.4: Orbital resolved total DOS for surfae (S) and sub-surfae (S-1) layer of
Fe(001), Co(001) and Ni(001). Fermi energy is reset at zero.
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as shown in the gures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. The bulk magneti moment is attained at
the S-9
th
layer in the ase of b Fe(001) whereas it is attained at the S-8
th
layer
in the ase f Co(001) and f Ni(001). The average magneti moment of the top
four layers having dierent amount of roughness is more than its bulk value for all
the three systems. This is expeted as surfae magneti moment is enhaned om-
pared to the bulk. The table 4.2 shows d-orbital alone ontributes most to the the
magneti moment. Similarly, gure 4.4 shows d-orbital DOS is maximum whereas
others are almost negligible. Among the three systems, the most signiant hange
in d-band DOS of the S layer is found in Co(001). Its magneti moment at the S
th
layer is almost double than that of S-1 layer. Change in p-band magneti moment
is observed whereas negligible hange in s-band in the ase of Fe(001). Though the
eet of d-band is signiant but hanges in s- and p-band magneti moments are
also observed in the ase of Co(001). A slight hange in s- and p-band magneti
moments and signiant hange in d-band are found in the ase of Ni(001).
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Figure 4.5: DOS of top most layer with dierent amount of roughness for Fe(001).
Fermi energy is reset at zero.
We also roughen the top most layer with dierent degrees of roughness (with
10% & 20% empty spheres). Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 show DOS of the top most
layer for Fe(001), Co(001) and Ni(001) respetively. It is lear that peaks near the
Fermi level, hange signiantly when roughness is varied in all the three systems.
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Figure 4.6: DOS of top most layer with dierent amount of roughness for Co(001).
Fermi energy is reset at zero.
Hene eletrons near the Fermi level are more aeted when roughness is varied.
The average magneti moment, i.e., Mavg = xMes + (1 − x)MTM is alulated for
dierent amount of roughness. Here, x is the onentration of empty spheres. Mes
and MTM are the magneti moment of empty sphere and transition metal atoms
(Fe, Co,Ni) respetively. It is found that average magneti moment dereases for
all the systems when roughness is inreased. It is observed that work funtion of
the top layer hanges slightly when roughness is varied and is almost equivalent to
smooth surfae ase as shown in table 4.1. Table 4.3 shows the layer based magneti
moment with 20% roughness at the top layer. In this ase also we observe the
magneti moment of the top most layer is more than all other layers for Fe and Co
whereas layer S-3 has maximum magneti moment for Ni.
Comparison between the DOS for the two ases, i.e., a realisti ase when top
four layers are roughened (gures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3) and the other when only the
top layer is roughened with 20% (gures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7) indiates there is minor
dierene in Fe(001) and Ni(001) DOS. But there is signiant dierene in the ase
of Co(001). Similarly omparison of Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show magneti moments of
Co get enhaned signiantly for the realisti ase than the other.
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Figure 4.7: DOS of top most layer with dierent amount of roughness for Ni(001).
Fermi energy is reset at zero.
Table 4.3: Layer based orbital resolved magneti moment with 20% roughness on
top most layer in µB/atom.
Fe(001) Co(001) Ni(001)
Layers
s p d Total s p d Total s p d Total
S 0.01 0.03 2.81 2.85 -0.01 0.03 1.93 1.95 -0.01 0.0 0.65 0.64
S-1 0.0 0.0 1.27 1.27 0.02 -0.03 0.92 0.91 0.02 -0.01 0.29 0.30
S-2 -0.03 -0.05 1.82 1.74 -0.07 -0.05 1.75 1.63 -0.02 -0.05 0.47 0.40
S-3 -0.03 -0.04 2.33 2.26 -0.02 -0.05 1.74 1.67 0.01 -0.03 0.76 0.74
S-4 -0.03 -0.05 2.64 2.56 -0.01 -0.06 1.65 1.58 0.0 -0.02 0.55 0.53
B -0.02 -0.06 2.25 2.17 -0.02 -0.06 1.62 1.54 -0.01 -0.02 0.55 0.52
Figures 4.8, 4.9 and table 4.4 are the results of Fe(001) without onsideration of
lattie relaxation. Figure 4.8 shows spin resolved DOS of the top most Fe(001) layer
with various amount of roughness without relaxation of lattie parameter. This
gure shows width of DOS inreases when roughness is inreased. The magneti
moment is 3.10 µB/atom for 80% roughness, whereas, it redues to 2.85µB/atom for
20% roughness as shown in table 4.4.
Both table 4.4 and gure 4.9 show the average magneti moment of the top
layer inreases as the roughness dereases. Table 4.4 also shows the loal magneti
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Figure 4.8: Spin up and spin down DOS for smooth surfae, surfae with dierent
amount of roughness and bulk b Fe. Vertial line represents Fermi level.
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Table 4.4: Variation of loal magneti moment of Fe in surfae layer and average
magneti moment of surfae layer with roughness in µB/atom
Perentage Magneti Average Magneti
of roughness moment of Fe Moment of surfae
80 3.10 0.63
60 2.91 1.17
40 2.86 1.72
20 2.85 2.28
0 2.78 2.78
moment of Fe atom at the top most layer inreases with inrease in roughness. This
is beause amount of empty spheres inreases when roughness is inreased. This
redues oordination number of Fe atom. This redution in oordination number
results in the derement of interation among Fe atoms. Therefore when the rough-
ness is more, the surfae magneti moment inreases and it approahes to atomi
magneti moment.
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Figure 4.9: Variation of (a) average magneti moment of the top most layer and (b)
magneti moment of Fe in top most layer with dierent amount of roughness.
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4.2 Surfae Properties of almost Smooth Fe, Co and
Ni (001) Surfaes
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of total density of states for bulk and surfae (top most
layer). Fermi energy is reset at zero.
We disuss surfae properties of almost smooth surfaes. Figure 4.10 shows
energy bands of the surfae states near Fermi level get narrower ompared to bulk.
This is due to weakening of interation by symmetry breaking and redution in o-
ordination number. Similar piture arises in the spin resolved DOS as shown in the
Figure 4.11. The spin resolved DOS for surfae and bulk b Fe mathes well with
that of LMTO method [7,17℄, TB-LMTO reursion method [11℄, FP-LMTO method
[43℄, FPLAPW method [6,12℄ and LCAO method [20℄ reported earlier. Apart from
narrowing of band there is hange in number of spin-up surfae states ompared to
the bulk states at the Fermi level (gure 4.11). The amount of hange is maximum
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of spin resolved density of states for bulk and surfae (top
most layer). Fermi energy is reset at zero.
in the ase of Fe(001) and negligible in the ase of Ni(001). But in all the three
ases, there is signiant hange in the spin-down states (gure 4.11). This shows
spin-down states are mainly responsible for the enhanement of magneti moment
at the surfae. The splitting of spin-up and spin-down states near Fermi level is
maximum for Fe(001) and least for Ni(001). This is expeted beause magneti
moment of Fe is maximum and it is least for Ni. The magneti moment is diretly
related to the amount of splitting in spin up and spin down states. From gure 4.11,
it is lear that Ni is a strong ferromagnet beause it has large dierene between
spin-up and spin-down DOS at the Fermi level. The splitting of spin-up and spin-
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Figure 4.12: Layer based and bulk total DOS. Fermi energy is reset at zero.
down states is more for Fe(001), and hene plays signiant role for enhanement of
surfae magneti moment.
Table 4.1 shows the Fermi energies for these systems. The layer based total
DOS, shown in the gure 4.12 indiates that as we go down from the top layer, the
width of the DOS inreases. It also shows that DOS approahes the bulk value from
5th layer down the top most layer in the ase of Fe(001) whereas it approahes to the
bulk from 4th layer in the other two, Co(001) and Ni(001), ases. Further going down
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Table 4.5: Layer based and bulk (B) orbital resolved magneti moment in µB/atom
for almost smooth surfaes.
Fe(001) Co(001) Ni(001)
Layers
s p d Total s p d Total s p d Total
S 0.01 0.02 2.80 2.83 -0.01 0.02 1.82 1.83 -0.01 0.0 0.69 0.68
S-1 -0.02 -0.03 2.13 2.08 -0.01 -0.03 1.49 1.45 -0.01 -0.01 0.60 0.58
S-2 -0.03 -0.06 2.06 1.97 -0.01 -0.04 1.79 1.74 0.0 -0.02 0.62 0.60
S-3 -0.02 -0.04 2.70 2.64 -0.01 -0.06 1.66 1.59 0.0 -0.02 0.56 0.54
S-4 -0.01 -0.06 2.43 2.36
S-5/B -0.02 -0.06 2.25 2.17
-0.02 -0.06 1.62 1.54 -0.01 -0.02 0.55 0.52
to the inner atomi layer, there is no hange in DOS. Hene bulk eletroni properties
are obtained after four layers down in the ase of Fe(001) and after three layers in
the ases of Co(001) and Ni(001). The bulk DOS of the three systems alulated in
this ase are same as alulated for rough surfaes (gures 4.11, 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3).
In transition metals, d-eletrons ontribute mainly to the formation of bands.
Therefore, any surfae eets must be reeted into d-band. This is evident from
the orbital resolved DOS (gure 4.13). The narrowing of d-band is due to the
dehybridization of s-, p-, and d-eletrons [9℄. It is lear that for surfae as well as for
bulk, the DOS of s- and p-orbitals are negligible but that of d-orbitals is signiant.
Hene d-eletrons give signiant ontribution towards the magneti moment than
that of s- and p-orbitals (table 4.5). Beause of narrowing of peaks, states are more
loalized and their heights are more.
The orbital resolved layer based magneti moment of dierent layers and the
bulk are tabulated in table 4.5. The table shows magneti moment approahes to
the bulk value at 5th layer down in ase of Fe(001) and at 4th layer in the other two
ases as expeted from DOS result. Magneti moments for dierent layers exhibit
Friedel osillation. This is also shown in the gure 4.14. This gure further shows
that the enhanement of surfae magneti moment is more for Fe(001) and Ni(001)
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Figure 4.13: Orbital resolved DOS: surfae : (a), () & (e), and bulk : (b), (d) &
(f). Fermi energy is reset at zero.
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Figure 4.14: Perentage variation of magneti moment with respet to the bulk value
for dierent layers. Layer 0 represents the top most layer.
but it is less for Co(001). Table 4.5 also shows that d-eletrons ontribute most to
the magneti moment ompared to s- and p-eletrons as expeted form DOS. In all
the three ases, the ontribution of s- and p-orbital are omparable to TB-LMTO
Green's funtion method [18℄.
The present result of layer based magneti moment and other available theoret-
ial and experimental values are tabulated in tables 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 for omparison.
These tables show the enhanements of surfae magneti moment ompared to the
bulk by 30% for Fe(001), 19% for Co(001) and 32% for Ni(001). Our result of bulk
magneti moment for Fe is within 5% dierene from experimental value [35, 161℄.
Experimental values of loal magneti moment for surfae layer and layers be-
low are not available for omparison. It is only the bulk magneti moment for whih
experimental results are available [35,161℄. Work funtion is a surfae property and
is related to the surfae DOS. It is an experimentally measurable quantity. It is
therefore neessary to alulate work funtion to ompare our results with experi-
mental observations. Table 4.9 shows our alulated work funtions agree quite well
with experimental [39, 51℄ and other theoretial [5, 9, 12, 1518, 49℄ alulations for
all the systems.
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Table 4.6: Comparison of magneti moment in µB/atom for surfae (S), sub-surfaes
(S-1, S-2, S-3) and entral layer or bulk (C/B) for Fe. Numbers in the square brakets
represent the referene numbers.
Fe(001)
Methods
S S-1 S-2 C/B
2.98 [6, 12, 13, 40℄ 2.35 [12℄ 2.39 [12℄ 2.25 [12℄
FPLAPW 2.80 [14℄ 2.38 [6℄ 2.43 [6℄ 2.15 [13℄
2.30 [6℄
LMTO 2.87 [7, 17℄ 2.34 [7, 17℄ 2.33 [7, 17℄ 2.18 [7, 17℄
FPLMTO 2.94 [43℄ 2.33 [43℄ 2.38 [43℄ 2.25 [43℄
2.97 [18℄ 2.30 [18℄ 2.37 [18℄ 2.24 [18℄
2.97 [8℄ 2.3 [8℄ 2.37 [8℄ 2.25 [8℄
2.86 [19℄ 2.16 [19℄ 2.38 [19℄ 2.17 [19℄
TB-LMTO 2.98 [10℄ 2.17 [10℄ 2.40 [10℄, 2.26 [10℄
2.99 [10℄ 2.21 [10℄ 2.38 [10℄ 2.26 [10℄
2.95 [11℄ 2.2 [11℄ 2.387 [11℄ 2.28 [11℄
2.92 [27℄ 2.07 [27℄ 2.28 [27℄ 2.12 [27℄
2.99 [27℄ 2.13 [27℄ 2.35 [27℄ 2.16 [27℄
LCAO 3.01 [20℄ 1.69 [20℄ 2.13 [20℄ 1.84 [20℄
3.04 [27℄ 2.43 [27℄ 2.50 [27℄ 2.36 [27℄
3.08 [27℄ 2.46 [27℄ 2.52 [27℄ 2.39 [27℄
ASR 2.99 [19℄ 2.17 [19℄ 2.38 [19℄ 2.27 [19℄
Experiment 2.21 [35℄
2.22 [161℄
Present work 2.83 2.08 1.97 2.17
Referenes [8, 18℄ inludes Green's funtion tehniques; [19℄ inludes surfae dilata-
tion; [10, 19℄ is superell alulation; [10, 11℄ Real spae reursion study; [27℄ with
SZSP and DZSP basis; [27℄ with LDA and GGA.
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Table 4.7: Comparison of magneti moment in µB/atom for surfae (S), sub-surfaes
(S-1, S-2, S-3) and entral layer or bulk (C/B) for Co. Numbers in the square
brakets represent the referene numbers.
Co(001)
Methods
S S-1 S-2 S-3 S-4/B
FPLAPW 1.86 [14, 15℄ 1.64 [15℄ 1.65 [15℄ 1.64 [15℄ 1.65 [15℄
1.76 [11℄ 1.46 [11℄ 1.58 [11℄ 1.56 [11℄ 1.58 [11℄
TB-LMTO 1.84 [18℄ 1.63 [18℄ 1.66 [18℄ 1.64 [18℄
1.84 [8℄ 1.63 [8℄ 1.66 [8℄ 1.65 [8℄ 1.66 [8℄
Experiment 1.71 [161℄
Present work 1.83 1.45 1.74 1.59 1.54
Referenes [8, 18℄ inludes Green's funtion tehniques; [11℄ is Real spae reursion
study.
We now disuss surfae properties of Fe(001) without surfae relaxation. As
disussed earlier, the weak bonding of the surfae atoms is modeled by removing
the body entered atom in b Fe(001). We hoose seven layers of Fe(001) and
two layers of empty spheres above the top layer. The Fermi energy is found to be
-0.07 Ry. This value is losed to bulk (-0.08 Ry) value. Figure 4.15 shows DOS in
this ase. Comparing total DOS in both alulations (gures 4.15(a) and 4.10(a)),
we observe no signiant dierene in bulk eletroni states, but slight dierene
in surfae DOS at low energy region. Similar dierene is also observed in spin
resolved DOS (gures 4.15(b) and 4.11(a)). The inreases in spin-up surfae states
at lower energy region is responsible for less surfae magneti moment in this ase.
Comparison of total layer based DOS in both the ases (gures 4.15() and 4.12(a))
show slight variation in DOS for the top three layers. But from layer S-3 onwards,
the DOS are equivalent on both type of alulations. The surfae magneti moment
is found to be 2.78 µB/atom and that of the bulk is 2.17 µB/atom in this ase.
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Table 4.8: Comparison of magneti moment in µB/atom for surfae (S), sub-surfaes
(S-1, S-2, S-3) and entral layer or bulk (C/B) for Ni. Numbers in the square brakets
represent the referene numbers.
Ni(001)
Methods
S S-1 S-2 S-3 S-4/B
0.73 [6℄ 0.68 [6℄ 0.66 [6℄ 0.63 [6℄
FPLAPW 0.68 [16℄ 0.60 [16℄ 0.59 [16℄ 0.56 [16℄
0.73 [9, 41, 44℄ 0.68 [9, 41, 44℄ 0.69 [9, 41, 44℄
0.68 0.56
[9, 13, 14, 4042℄ [13, 14, 40, 41℄
LMTO 0.59 [7, 17℄ 0.58 [7, 17℄ 0.57 [7, 17℄ 0.55 [7, 17℄
FPLMTO 0.73 [43℄ 0.61 [43℄ 0.61 [43℄ 0.59 [43℄
0.69 [18℄ 0.64 [18℄ 0.66 [18℄ 0.64 [18℄
TB-LMTO 0.69 [8℄ 0.64 [8℄ 0.66 [8℄ 0.64 [8℄ 0.65 [8℄
0.65 [11℄ 0.53 [11℄ 0.61 [11℄ 0.60 [11℄ 0.595 [11℄
LCAO 0.44 [45℄ 0.58 [45℄ 0.62 [45℄ 0.56 [45℄ 0.54 [45℄
TB-GF 0.74 [94℄ 0.55 [94℄ 0.56 [94℄ 0.56 [94℄
Experiment 0.616 [35℄
0.656 [37℄
Present 0.68 0.58 0.60 0.54 0.52
work
Referenes [8, 16, 18℄ inludes Green's funtion tehniques; [11℄ is real spae reur-
sion study; [94℄ based on tight binding hamiltonian with single-site approximation
inluding Green's funtion.
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Figure 4.15: (a) Total density of states and (b) Spin density of states for surfa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and bulk b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) Layerwise
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Fe (001). Fermi energy is reset at zero.
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Table 4.9: Work funtions of Fe(001), Co(001) and Ni(001) in eV. Numbers in the
square brakets represent the referene numbers.
Methods Fe (001) Co(001) Ni(001)
FPLAPW 4.29 [12℄ 5.17 [15℄ 5.37 [16℄, 5.5 [9℄,5.31 [49℄
LAPW 5.71 [5℄
LMTO 4.30 [17℄ 5.02 [17℄
TB-LMTO 4.5 [18℄ 5.52 [18℄ 5.75 [18℄
Experimental 4.67 [51℄, 4.4 [39℄ 5.0 [51℄ 5.22 [51℄
Present work 4.15 5.33 4.79
Referene [18℄: with Green's funtion; and [5,9,49℄: with surfae embedded Green's
funtion.
The surfae magneti moment is less in this ase whereas the bulk value is same.
The enhanement of surfae magneti moment is 28%. This enhanement is less
ompared to when lattie relaxation is onsidered. Figure 4.16 shows an osillatory
behavior of magneti moments. The DOS and magneti moment approah to bulk
value after ve layers down the top most layer.
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Figure 4.16: Change in magneti moment from surfae to the bulk. Layer 0 repre-
sents the top layer.
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Chapter 5
Transition Metal - Metal Interfaes
In this hapter, we disuss layerwise eletroni and magneti properties of transition
metals overlayers on metal substrates. There is a signiant hange in the eletroni
and magneti properties at an interfae due to weak hybridization and roughness. In
its rst appliation to interfae, ASF was applied to only single monolayer (ML) of Fe
on metal substrates with 5% and 10% interdiusion of atoms [19, 50℄. As disussed
in the introdution, the interdiusion is possible upto few layers on both sides.
Therefore we onsider two, three and four monolayers (ML) of transition metals on
metal substrates other than one ML. We rst study one and two monolayers thik
lm to ompare our results with other reported works [9,41,43,63,64,68,69,73,74,76,
127℄ and test the auray of our method. We also ompare the properties of one ML
with (5% and 10%) and without interdiusion of atoms at the interfae. There are
experimental studies of magneti properties on 2.9 ML using SQUID magnetometry
[85℄ and on 3 ML using X-ray magneti irular dihroism (XMCD) [89℄. Therefore
we onsider three ML of overlayer growth to ompare our result with experimental
works. The interfae is onsidered as an alloy due to interdiusion of atoms between
transition metal overlayer and substrate. Two dierent thikness of interfaes, two
and four alloyed layers, are onsidered. We shall onsider interdiusion upto two
ML into eah side of the interfae. Sine the amount of interdiusion of two types of
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atoms is dierent at dierent atomi layers at the interfae, therefore it is imperative
to treat varying degree of randomness at dierent layers. Here this formalism is also
extended to arry out sharp interfae properties, when interdiusion is negligible.
We represent metal substrate as M and deposited transition metal layers as T .
Therefore, when x fration of atoms interdiuse into both sides, substrate is an alloy
of M1−xTx and overlayer is T1−xMx at the interfae. We hoose x = 0.0, 0.05 and
0.1. The justiation of applying ASF to nearly zero disorder (x=0) is disussed in
hapter-3.
We onsider growth of Fe, Co and Ni transition metals on (001) surfae of Ag,
Cu and Au metal substrates. Fe is deposited on Ag and Au in its b phases. There
is a large lattie mismath (42%) between b Fe and f Ag / f Au. When Fe is
deposited on Ag or Au, the layers of b Fe is rotated by 45
◦
[13, 14, 40, 5357, 90℄.
This redues the lattie mismath to only 0.8% and 0.5% respetively. But interfaes
of other transition metal overlayers with metal substrates are found to be in f
phase. There is about 15% lattie mismath between Co and Ag / Au. Therefore
we have arried out lattie relaxation of the top layer in these ases. This is done by
minimising the total energy by varying the lattie onstant of the top layer. After
relaxation, the Co lattie parameter inreases by 17% and 15.5% respetively for Ag
and Au metal substrate suh that the lattie mismath redues to within 2%. There
is also suient lattie mismath between Ni and Ag or Au (16%). Here also we
onsider lattie relaxation for Ni. The lattie parameter are relaxed by 10%. This
redues the lattie mismath to within 6% with both Ag and Au. Fe is deposited on
Cu in its f phases [50℄. The lattie mismath in this ase is within 1%. The lattie
mismath of Co/Cu and Ni/Cu interfaes are also small, 2% and 3% respetively.
Sine the lattie mismath is less for Cu based systems, so lattie relaxation is not
onsidered in suh ases.
We onsider two layers of empty spheres whih ontain harge but no atoms
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above surfae layer to take are of the harge leakage into the vauum for dif-
ferent types of study using dierent ML. The potential parameters are generated
from TB-LMTO within loal spin density approximation (LSDA) using Barth and
Hedin exhange orrelation potential [159℄. Wave equations are solved by the salar-
relativisti alulations. We use eight shell augmented spae alulation and nine
steps of reursion.
5.1 Single Monolayer of Transition Metals on Metal
Substrates
In this ase, we onsider sharp interfaes rst. Interdiusion of atoms from
both sides of interfae is taken negligible. The result for this ase an be ompared
with other alulations using dierent rst priniple methods. This is beause most
of the other reported work are for sharp interfae.
Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 show layerwise density of states (DOS) for all the
systems. Spin polarized DOS shows the amount of splitting in spin up and spin-
down eletroni states, the nature of hybridization and its ontribution towards the
magneti moments for the transitional metal layer. Figure 5.1 shows that spin-
down DOS of Co is more than Fe at Fermi energy in the ase of Ag based systems.
This agrees with earlier study [63℄. The spin-down band width is more than spin-
up in the ase of Fe/Ag and Co/Ag. There is slight dierene between these two
bandwidths in the ase of Ni/Ag whih agrees with earlier study [63℄. The spin
resolved DOS of top most layer for Ag based systems mathes with earlier study
using FPLAPW method [63, 64℄. The splitting of spin-up and spin-down states are
more for Fe overlayers with Ag and Au substrates. Therefore the peaks of transition
metal atoms do not oinide with that of substrate atoms at layer S-1. This means
sp-d hybridization between Fe and Ag or Au is omparatively weak. The weak
hybridization narrows down the Fe bands and hene the magneti moment of Fe on
Ag or Au is more ompared to others.
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Figure 5.1: Layerwise variation of DOS for one ML of transition metal (Fe, Co and
Ni) on Ag metal substrates from top most surfae (S) layer to inner atomi layers.
Fermi level is reset at zero
In ase of Cu based systems as shown in gure 5.2, the spin DOS of Fe and Co
on Cu agrees with earlier studies using FPLAPW method [66℄, LAPW method [68℄
and FPLMTO method [43℄. Our alulated DOS is slight dierent from rst prin-
iple Green's funtion method [127℄. The spin-up DOS ontribute more towards
the magneti moment of these systems. The spin-down states have signiant on-
tribution in ase of Ni/Cu. Comparing spin-down DOS of the top most layer, Co
has more eletroni states than Fe at Fermi energy and also wider than the spin-up
bands. Figure 5.2 shows the splitting of spin-up and spin-down states are more for
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Figure 5.2: Layerwise variation of DOS for one ML of transition metal (Fe, Co and
Ni) on Cu metal substrates from top most surfae (S) layer to inner atomi layers.
Fermi level is reset at zero.
Fe/Cu(001) than other systems. There is overlap of eletroni states of Cu with the
transition metal eletroni states. Therefore sp-d hybridization is strong in these
systems ompared to Ag based systems. The strong sp-d hybridization of Cu based
systems is due to lattie onstant ontration by about 11% [14℄.
Figure 5.3 shows spin-down DOS of Co is more than Fe and Ni at Fermi energy.
The spin-down band is wider than the spin-up bands. The splitting of spin-up and
spin-down eletroni states are more for Fe/Au(001) than other systems. The spin
resolved DOS for top Fe layer in Fe/Au(001) system mathes well with the result
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by FPLAPW method [70℄.
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Figure 5.3: Layerwise variation of DOS for one ML of transition metal (Fe, Co and
Ni) on Au metal substrates from top most surfae (S) layer to inner atomi layers.
Fermi level is reset at zero.
The layerwise magneti moments for all the systems are tabulated in table 5.1.
The spin-up DOS ontribute more towards the magneti moment of these systems.
This table shows the magneti moment goes to zero at S-4
th
substrate layer. This is
also shown in gures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6. These gures show that as we move towards
the inner layer, magneti moment exhibits osillatory behavior exept for Ni/Ag,
Fe/Cu and Fe/Au. Hene metal substrates obtain their bulk properties at the fourth
layer down the top most transition metal overlayer.
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Table 5.1: Layer-wise magneti moment(µB/atom) for a single layer of transition
metal deposited on metal substrate. S stands for top most layer of the interfae. x
= 0.0 (sharp interfae).
Ag(001) Cu(001) Au(001)
Layers
Fe Co Ni Fe Co Ni Fe Co Ni
S 2.994 2.03 0.61 2.49 1.51 0.43 3.00 2.01 0.55
S-1 0.03 0.001 0.11 0.04 0.003 -0.02 0.09 -0.03 -0.003
S-2 0.005 -0.004 0.08 0.01 0.006 0.002 0.02 0.21 -0.07
S-3 0.02 -0.04 0.02 0.00 -0.04 0.00 0.001 0.001 0.001
S-4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Figure 5.4: Layerwise variation of magneti moment for 1 ML of transition metal
on Ag metal substrates. Layer 0 represents surfae layer.
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Figure 5.5: Layerwise variation of magneti moment for 1 ML of transition metal
on Cu metal substrates. Layer 0 represents surfae layer.
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Figure 5.6: Layerwise variation of magneti moment for 1 ML of transition metal
on Au metal substrates. Layer 0 represents surfae layer.
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Table 5.2: Magneti moments (in µB/atom) for sharp interfae: A Comparison with
other method for one layer transition metal deposition on Ag substrate. Numbers
in square brakets show referene numbers.
Fe/Ag(001) Co/Ag(001) Ni/Ag(001)
Methods
S S-1 S S-1 S S-1
FPLAPW 3.01 [63℄ 0.03 [62, 65℄ 2.03 [63℄ 0.65 [63℄
2.96 [13, 40, 6062,65℄ 0.57 [64℄
SCLO 3.0 [71℄ 0.03 [71℄
ASR 3.02
a
[19℄,2.93
a
[50℄
2.86
b
[19℄,2.76
b
[50℄
TBLMTO-ASA 2.86 [55℄
LCAO 3.02 [27℄
3.10 [27℄
KKR-GF 3.00 [74℄ 1.9 [74℄ 0.70 [74℄
3.15 [162℄ 2.03 [162℄
Present 2.994 0.03 2.03 0.001 0.61 0.11
work 2.80
a
1.68
a
0.53
a
2.54
b
1.69
b
0.43
b
a
5% and
b
10% Ag in top most transition metal layers.
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Table 5.3: Magneti moments (in µB/atom) for sharp interfae: A Comparison with
other method for one layer transition metal deposition on Cu substrate. Numbers
in square brakets show referene numbers.
Fe/Cu(001) Co/Cu(001) Ni/Cu(001)
Methods
S S-1 S S-1 S S-1
FPLAPW 2.69 [65℄ 0.06 [65℄ 1.79 [65℄ 0.05 [65℄ 0.39 [9, 41, 68℄
2.85 [13, 40, 66, 67℄
LAPW 0.37 [69℄
SCLO 0.24 [73℄
ASR 2.25
a
[50℄
2.13
b
[50℄
TBLMTO-CPA 2.80 [76℄ 1.80 [76℄ 0.41 [76℄
GF 0.30 [127℄
FPLMTO 2.81 [43℄ 0.05 [43℄ 1.85 [43℄ 0.03 [43℄ 0.45 [43℄ 0.01 [43℄
Present 2.49 0.04 1.51 0.003 0.43 -0.02
work 2.37
a
1.40
a
0.41
a
2.26
b
1.32
b
0.39
b
a
5% and
b
10% Cu in top most transition metal layers.
Table 5.4: Magneti moments (in µB/atom) for sharp interfae: A Comparison with
other method for one layer transition metal deposition on Au substrate. Numbers
in square brakets show referene numbers.
Fe/Au(001) Co/Au(001) Ni/Au(001)
Methods
S S-1 S S-1 S S-1
FPLAPW 2.98 [62℄ 0.08 [62, 65℄
2.97 [65, 70℄) 0.03 [70℄
ASR 2.85
a
[50℄
2.68
b
[50℄
Present 3.00 0.09 2.01 -0.03 0.55 -0.003
work 2.84
a
1.93
a
0.51
a
2.70
b
1.65
b
0.47
b
a
5% and
b
10% Au in top most transition metal layers.
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Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show that our alulated values are well omparable to
the other theoretial alulations. The magneti moment of Fe and Co overlayers
on Ag and Au are more than that of smooth b Fe(001) and f Co(001) surfaes
(table 4.5). This is beause sp-3d hybridization between these transition metal and
Ag or Au metal is weak omparison to interlayer 3d-3d hybridization for Fe(001) and
Co(001). But the magneti moment of Ni is less than sharp Ni(001) surfae. That
is, though the oupling between Ni and Ag or Au is weak but there is redution in
Ni magneti moment ompared to smooth Ni(001) surfae magneti moment [64℄.
Hene band narrowing does not play important role in this ase. The hybridiza-
tion between Fe/Cu is strong than the other two systems (gure 5.2), therefore the
indued magneti moment in Fe/Cu is more than other whih agrees with earlier
studies [43, 65℄. The derease of Ni spin moment is due to an eet of strong hy-
bridization between the Ni 3d and Cu s and p states [43℄. The magneti moment
of Co is more for Co/Ag than Co/Cu. This result mathes with experiment [122℄.
The indued magneti moment of Fe on Cu is more than Ag, whih is ontraditory
to earlier study [50℄, but mathes with study using FPLAPW method [62,65℄. This
may be beause of weak hybridization between Fe and Ag than Fe and Cu, less
amount of magnetism will be indued on Ag than Cu substrates. The layer-by-layer
magneti moment for one ML of Fe on Au agrees with FPLAPW method [70℄.
We now disuss the eet of roughness at the interfae. The interfae roughness
due to interdiusion of atoms is observed in suh systems [19, 50, 58, 104, 112, 117,
121, 125, 128, 133, 134℄. We onsider 5% and 10% interdiusion of atoms for single
ML of transition metal on metal substrates.
Figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 show the eet of roughness on the spin polarized DOS
at the interfae (S and S-1) layers for one ML of transition metals on Ag, Cu and Au
respetively. Tables 5.5 and 5.6 show the layerwise variation of magneti moment
for Ag based systems with 5% and 10% interdiusion of atoms at the interfae,
respetively. When 5% of Ag impurity is introdued in Fe atomi layer, there is
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Figure 5.7: Layerwise spin polarized DOS for a single layer of transition metal
deposited on Ag substrate. S stands for top most layer of the interfae and S-1
is the rst substrate layer. Left panel : x = 0 (sharp interfae), middle panel :
x = 0.05 and right panel : x = 0.10 (rough interfae). Solid line: Spin-up DOS.
Dotted line: Spin-down DOS. Fermi level is reset at zero.
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Table 5.5: Layer-wise magneti moment (µB/atom) for 1 layer (S) of transition
metal on Ag metal substrate. S and S-1 are T1−xMx and M1−xTx respetively. T
and M stand for transition metal and metal atoms respetively. Here M = Ag and
x = 0.05 (rough interfae).
Fe/Ag(001) Co/Ag(001) Ni/Ag(001)
Layers
µT µM µavg µT µM µavg µT µM µavg
S 2.94 0.01 2.80 1.77 -0.04 1.68 0.56 -0.004 0.53
S-1 3.26 0.006 0.17 1.69 0.10 0.18 0.23 0.01 0.02
S-2 0.01 0.06 -0.07
S-3 0.06 -0.04 0.01
S-4 0.00 0.00 0.00
no signiant hange in the surfae spin-down DOS. But a redution in spin-up
eletroni states is obtained (gure 5.7). This dereases the magneti moment of Fe
atoms as well as the average magneti moment of Fe95Ag5 layer (table 5.5). With
inrease in the amount of Ag to 10% in Fe layer, magneti moment of Fe as well as
average magneti moment of the layer dereases further (table 5.6). Whereas with
inrease in the amount of Fe in Ag layers, the average magneti moment of rst
substrate layer inreases. The magneti moment of Fe in Ag layers is more than
that of Fe overlayers. This agrees with earlier study [63℄. The alulated average
magneti moment (tables 5.5 and 5.6) of Fe layer (S) with 5% and 10% Ag atoms
agrees well with earlier studies (table 5.2) [19, 50℄. In ase of Co/Ag, both spin-
up and spin-down eletroni states show signiant hange in entire energy region.
The spin-up states near Fermi energy dereases while that in lower energy region
inreases. Hene there is no signiant dierene in average magneti moment of
top layer for both amount of interdiusion (tables 5.5 and 5.6). With inrease in
Co ontent in rst Ag substrate layer, the amount of indued magneti moment
inreases. With inrease of Ag onentration in Ni overlayer, the peak near Fermi
energy in spin-up DOS is signiant but there is no signiant hange in spin-down
DOS (gure 5.7). Hene with inrease in Ag onentration, the Ni magneti moment
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Table 5.6: Layer-wise magneti moment (µB/atom) for 1 layer (S) of transition
metal on Ag metal substrate. S and S-1 are T1−xMx and M1−xTx respetively. T
and M stand for transition metal and metal atoms respetively. Here M = Ag and
x = 0.10 (rough interfae).
Fe/Ag(001) Co/Ag(001) Ni/Ag(001)
Layers
µT µM µavg µT µM µavg µT µM µavg
S 2.82 0.04 2.54 1.87 0.03 1.69 0.48 -0.02 0.43
S-1 3.29 -0.13 0.21 1.62 0.17 0.32 0.41 0.02 0.06
S-2 0.00 0.01 -0.04
S-3 -0.07 -0.03 0.02
S-4 0.00 0.00 0.00
as well as the average magneti moment gradually dereases (tables 5.5 and 5.6).
The average magneti moment of rst substrate layer inreases with inrease in
amount of Ni.
Tables 5.7 and table 5.8 represent the layerwise variation of magneti moment
with 5% and 10% interdiusion of atoms in Cu based systems respetively. Figure 5.8
shows there is little hange in both spin-up and spin-down states at lower energy
value as the onentration of Cu in Fe layer inreases. Hene the eletrons away from
Fermi energy ontribute more towards the variation of magneti moment. But in
layer S-1, the peak of the spin-down states dereases slightly with inrease amount
of Fe impurities. With inrease in Fe atoms in the rst Cu substrate layer the
indued magneti moment of the layer inreases. The alulated average magneti
moment (tables 5.7 and 5.8) for Fe/Cu with 5% and 10% Cu in Fe are omparable
to earlier study [50℄, given in table 5.3. There is slight hange in DOS at the lower
energy region for top layer in ase of Co/Cu. In S-1 layer, with inrease in Co
impurities the amount of spin-down states dereases but the spin-up states undergo
signiant hange. This ontributes towards the indued magneti moment. Due to
presene of Cu impurities on top most Ni layer, the spin DOS show slight variation
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Figure 5.8: Layerwise spin polarized DOS for a single layer of transition metal
deposited on Cu substrate. S stands for top most layer of the interfae and S-1
is the rst substrate layer. Left panel : x = 0 (sharp interfae), middle panel :
x = 0.05 and right panel : x = 0.10 (rough interfae). Solid line: Spin-up DOS.
Dotted line: Spin-down DOS. Fermi level is reset at zero.
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Table 5.7: Layer-wise magneti moment (µB/atom) for 1 layer (S) of transition
metal on Cu metal substrate. S and S-1 are T1−xMx and M1−xTx respetively. T
and M stand for transition metal and metal atoms respetively. Here M = Cu and
x = 0.05 (rough interfae)
Fe/Cu(001) Co/Cu(001) Ni/Cu(001)
Layers
µT µM µavg µT µM µavg µT µM µavg
S 2.50 -0.005 2.37 1.46 0.26 1.40 0.43 0.03 0.41
S-1 2.98 0.03 0.18 1.96 0.02 0.12 0.61 -0.01 0.02
S-2 0.00 0.14 0.05
S-3 -0.002 0.00 -0.005
S-4 0.00 0.00 0.00
Table 5.8: Layer-wise magneti moment (µB/atom) for 1 layer (S) of transition
metal on Cu metal substrate. S and S-1 are T1−xMx and M1−xTx respetively. T
and M stand for transition metal and metal atoms respetively. Here M = Cu and
x = 0.10 (rough interfae).
Fe/Cu(001) Co/Cu(001) Ni/Cu(001)
Layers
µT µM µavg µT µM µavg µT µM µavg
S 2.52 -0.06 2.26 1.44 0.30 1.32 0.43 0.01 0.39
S-1 3.00 0.02 0.31 1.93 0.02 0.21 0.64 0.03 0.09
S-2 0.01 0.05 0.05
S-3 -0.002 0.00 -0.005
S-4 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table 5.9: Layer-wise magneti moment (µB/atom) for 1 layer (S) of transition
metal on Au metal substrate. S and S-1 are T1−xMx and M1−xTx respetively. T
and M stand for transition metal and metal atoms respetively. Here M = Au and
x = 0.05 (rough interfae).
Fe/Au(001) Co/Au(001) Ni/Au(001)
Layers
µT µM µavg µT µM µavg µT µM µavg
S 2.99 -0.06 2.84 2.04 -0.14 1.93 0.54 -0.007 0.51
S-1 2.94 0.08 0.22 1.59 0.05 0.13 -0.55 -0.03 -0.05
S-2 0.04 0.16 0.05
S-3 -0.008 -0.006 0.02
S-4 0.00 0.00 0.00
in lower energy region in Ni/Cu system. But in rst Cu layer with Ni impurities,
the amount of eletroni states dereases with inrease in Ni ontent. In the ase of
Ni/Cu system, the DOS for Cu-rih and Ni-rih layers math well with earlier study
by KKR-CPA method [163℄. In Ni rih layer, the peak near the Fermi level inreases
as reported earlier [164℄. In all the three systems, with inrease in Cu atoms in the
transition metal layers, the average magneti moment of the S layer dereases and
the indued magneti moment of the metals in S-1 layer inreases. Unlike in Fe/Cu,
the presene of dierent amount of Cu atom in transition metal overlayer in ase of
Co/Cu and Ni/Cu systems dereases the magneti moment of the transition metal
below its bulk magneti moments. With interdiusion of atoms at the interfae, the
magneti moment of Co atoms is omparable to earlier report [93℄.
Tables 5.9 and table 5.10 represent the layerwise variation of magneti moment
with 5% and 10% interdiusion of atoms at the interfae, respetively for Au metal
substrate. Figure 5.9 shows that with inrease in amount of Au impurities on top
most Fe overlayers, the amount of both spin-up and spin-down eletroni states
derease gradually. There is slight hange in spin-down eletroni states at the
lower energy region. Though there is negligible hange in Fe magneti moment on
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Figure 5.9: Layerwise spin polarized DOS for a single layer of transition metal
deposited on Au substrate. S stands for top most layer of the interfae and S-1
is the rst substrate layer. Left panel : x = 0 (sharp interfae), middle panel :
x = 0.05 and right panel : x = 0.10 (rough interfae). Solid line: Spin-up DOS.
Dotted line: Spin-down DOS. Fermi level is reset at zero.
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Table 5.10: Layer-wise magneti moment (µB/atom) for 1 layer (S) of transition
metal on Au metal substrate. S and S-1 are T1−xMx and M1−xTx respetively. T
and M stand for transition metal and metal atoms respetively. Here M = Au and
x = 0.10 (rough interfae).
Fe/Au(001) Co/Au(001) Ni/Au(001)
Layers
µT µM µavg µT µM µavg µT µM µavg
S 3.00 -0.05 2.70 1.84 -0.05 1.65 0.52 -0.03 0.47
S-1 2.59 0.12 0.37 1.87 0.07 0.25 -0.40 -0.05 -0.09
S-2 0.04 0.29 -0.006
S-3 -0.008 0.002 0.01
S-4 0.00 0.00 0.00
top most layer but the average magneti moment of the layer dereases for Fe95Au5
layer. With inrease in the amount of Au impurity to 10% in Fe layer, average
magneti moment of the layer dereases further. The alulated average magneti
moment of Fe layer (S) with 5% and 10% Au atoms in Fe are 2.84 µB/atom and
2.70 µB/atom respetively whih agrees with earlier study [50℄, as given in table 5.4.
With inrease in the amount of Fe impurity in Au layers, the average magneti
moment of rst substrate layer inreases (tables 5.9 and 5.10). The amount of both
spin-up and spin-down eletroni states hanges with roughness at the interfae in
ase of Co/Au. The peak of spin-up states dereases with inrease in Au impurities
from 5% to 10%. Therefore there is a derement in magneti moment of Co atom as
well as average magneti moment of the layer (tables 5.9 and 5.10). With inrease in
Co impurities in rst Au substrate layer, the amount of indued magneti moment
inreases. The spin-down eletroni states of Ni overlayer gradually dereases with
inrease in Au impurities in ase of Ni/Au. Both the spin-up and spin-down states
of the rst substrate layer derease gradually with inrease in Ni impurities. The
magneti moment of Ni atoms as well as average magneti moment of the top most
layer gradually dereases with inrease in Au onentration.
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Figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 show the osillatory behavior in the layerwise mag-
neti moments. The magneti moments approahes zero at the fourth substrate
layer in all the systems, exept for Co/Cu whih goes to zero at third substrate
layer. The total DOS of the metal substrate approahes bulk DOS at the fourth
layer down the top most layer in all the systems with both sharp and rough interfaes
(gures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3). Therefore metal substrates obtain their bulk eletroni
and magneti properties at this layer.
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Figure 5.10: Layerwise variation of magneti moment for a single layer of transition
metal deposited on Ag substrate. x = 0.05 (top) and x = 0.10 (bottom). Layers 0
and 1 represent interfae.
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Figure 5.11: Layerwise variation of magneti moment for a single layer of transition
metal deposited on Cu substrate. x = 0.05 (top) and x = 0.10 (bottom). Layers 0
and 1 represent interfae.
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Figure 5.12: Layerwise variation of magneti moment for a single layer of transition
metal deposited on Au substrate. x = 0.05 (top) and x = 0.10 (bottom). Layers 0
and 1 represent interfae.
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5.2 Two Monolayers of Transition Metal on Metal
Substrates
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Figure 5.13: Layerwise variation of DOS for two monolayers of transition metal
(Fe, Co and Ni) on Ag substrates. Solid urves: spin-up DOS and dashed urves:
spin-down DOS. Vertial line at zero represents Fermi level.
We onsider the growth of two monolayers of transition metals on semi-innite
metal substrates and arry out their eletroni and magneti properties. Figures 5.13,
5.14 and 5.15 show the layerwise spin polarized DOS for two layers of transition metal
overlayers on Ag, Cu and Au substrates respetively. In all these systems, the width
of the spin-down eletroni states is more than that of the spin-up eletroni states
for the transition metal layers (S and S-1). The dierene in band width for spin-up
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Figure 5.14: Layerwise variation of DOS for two monolayers of transition metal
(Fe, Co and Ni) on Cu substrates. Solid urves: spin-up DOS and dashed urves:
spin-down DOS. Vertial line at zero represents Fermi level.
and spin-down eletroni states dereases from Fe to Ni. The splitting of spin-up
and down states are more on surfae layer than the subsurfae layers. The band
narrowing ours at the surfae layer. This is due to redution of nearest neighbors
at the surfae. Hene the magneti moment is maximum at the top most layer (ta-
bles 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13). In the subsurfae layer (S-1), band width inreases due
to inrease in the nearest neighbors. Therefore there is inrease in hybridization
whih results in redution of magneti moment. The spin DOS of surfae Fe layer
for two layers of Fe on Cu substrate mathes well with earlier study using FPLAPW
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Figure 5.15: Layerwise variation of DOS for two monolayers of transition metal
(Fe, Co and Ni) on Au substrates. Solid urves: spin-up DOS and dashed urves:
spin-down DOS. Vertial line at zero represents Fermi level.
method [66℄.
The layered based magneti moment for these systems are tabulated in ta-
bles 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13. The spin-up eletroni states ontribute more towards the
magneti moment of top two transition metal layers. Magneti moment at the fourth
layer down the top most layer beomes zero for Ag and Cu based systems. Hene
metal substrates obtain their bulk magneti properties at the fourth layer down the
top most layer like one ML deposition. But in ase of Au based systems, the mag-
neti moment eases to zero at the fth layer down the top most layer (table 5.13
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Table 5.11: Layer-wise magneti moment (µB/atom) for two layers of transition
metal on Ag metal substrate for sharp interfae (x = 0). Numbers in square brakets
represent referene numbers.
Layers Fe/Ag Co/Ag Ni/Ag
S 2.992 2.01 0.70
2.94 [13, 40, 60, 61℄
S-1 2.75 1.55 0.53
2.63 [13, 40, 60, 61℄
S-2 0.02 -0.02 -0.03
S-3 -0.16 0.12 0.02
S-4 0.00 0.00 0.00
Refs [13, 40, 60, 61℄ used FPLAPW method
Table 5.12: Layer-wise magneti moment (µB/atom) for two layers of transition
metal on Cu metal substrate for sharp interfae (x = 0). Numbers in square brakets
represent referene numbers.
Layers Fe/Cu Co/Cu Ni/Cu
2.48 1.65 0.70
S 2.85 [40, 66℄ 0.69 [9, 41℄
2.84 [60℄,2.83 [67℄ 0.68 [68℄
2.47 1.61 0.64
S-1 2.60 [40, 60, 66℄ 0.48 [9, 41℄
2.58 [67℄ 0.47 [68℄
S-2 0.02 0.18 0.01
S-3 -0.004 0.19 -0.08
S-4 0.00 0.00 0.00
Refs. [9, 40, 41, 60, 6668℄ used FPLAPW method.
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Table 5.13: Layer-wise magneti moment (µB/atom) for two layers of transition
metal on Au metal substrate for sharp interfae (x = 0).
Layers Fe/Au Co/Au Ni/Au
S 3.00 1.87 0.68
S-1 2.96 1.45 0.42
S-2 0.02 0.02 -0.003
S-3 0.005 0.04 0.01
S-4 0.00 0.003 0.001
S-5 0.00 0.00 0.00
and gure 5.16). Table 5.12 shows that the alulated magneti moment for top two
layers in ase of Fe/Cu are small ompared to earlier reported values by FPLAPW
method [40, 60, 66, 67℄. The rst-layer moment is substantially greater than that of
the deeper layers. This result agrees with earlier study using FP-LMTO method [75℄.
The magneti moment of the top most layer in the ase of Ni/Cu system agrees well
with the earlier studies [9, 41, 68℄, but it is small in the ase of seond Ni layer.
The reasons for this redution in interfae Ni magneti moment is due to the harge
transfer into the d-bands of the interfaial Ni layer from Cu layer, and also the ore
level shift of surfae Ni atom relative to interfae Ni atom [41℄. The redution of Ni
magneti moment at the interfae is supported by earlier work using tight-binding
hamiltonian with the exhange interation in the single-site approximation [94℄ and
self onsistent loal orbital method [72℄. Unlike one ML of Ni on Ag, the magneti
moment of the top most layer in this ase is more ompared to smooth f Ni(001)
surfaes. The magneti moment of the top most layer in ase of Fe/Au is more than
that of smooth b Fe(001) surfae.
It is worth omparing the magneti moment for the two ases, one ML and
two ML transition metal deposition. It is lear that the magneti moment of the
top layer dereases in the ase of two layers of transition metals than that of one
ML deposition in Fe/Ag and Co/Ag. The splitting of eletroni states dereases
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Figure 5.16: Layerwise variation of magneti moment for 2 ML of transition metal
on metal substrates. Layer 0 represents surfae layer.
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and hybridization inreases at the layer S-1. Therefore the magneti moment at
the interfae (S-1 layer) for two layer deposition is less than the magneti moment
at the interfae (S layer) for one layer deposition. The indued magneti moment
on the rst substrate layer is less for two ML ase. Magneti moment of the top
layer dereases for two ML ase than one ML ase of Fe/Cu unlike Co and Ni on
Cu substrates. As the splitting of eletroni states dereases and the hybridization
inreases, the magneti moment of top two transition metal layers are more than
the magneti moment of top layer for one ML ase for Co/Cu and Ni/Cu. The
indued magneti moment at the rst substrate layer is more for the two ML ase
exept for Fe/Cu. In the ase of Fe/Au, magneti moment of the top layer remains
same for both one and two ML of transition metal overlayers. Whereas in ase of
Co/Au, magneti moment of top layer for two ML ase is less than that of one ML
ase. In Ni/Au, magneti moment of top layer with two ML deposition is more than
one ML. The layerwise magneti moments show osillatory behavior as we go down
from the surfae (gure 5.16) exept for Fe/Cu(001) and Fe/Au(001).
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5.3 Interfae of Two Layers of Transition Metal and
Two Layers of Metal Substrate
To model a more realisti alloyed interfae, we dene an interfae as four atomi
layers, two from transition metal side and two from metal substrate side. In these
four layers, the transition metal atoms and metal atoms interdiuse into eah other.
Therefore the interfae is dened by four layers I+2, I+1, I-1 and I-2. The host atom
at layers I+2 and I+1 is transition metal atom, whereas the host at layers I-1 and
I-2 is substrate metal atom. The omposition of the alloyed interfae at dierent
layers from top to bottom are T95M5, T90M10, M90T10 and M95T5 respetively. T
stands for transition metal atom andM for metal substrate atom. The ompositions
shown in the subsripts are in terms of perentage value. There are total four layers
of transition metals deposited on semi-innite metal substrates.
Figure 5.17 shows the eet of interdiusion of atoms at the interfae for Fe
deposited on Ag(001) substrate. The spin DOS of the top most (layer I+4) Fe layer
is equivalent to that for two layers of Fe on Ag substrate (gure 5.13). As we go
down, the hange in these eletroni states is prominent. Further going down to I+2
layer, the eletroni states at the lower energy region is signiant. This is beause
of the presene of Ag impurities. As the Ag impurities in Fe layers inreases from
5% to 10%, there is signiant hange in both spin-up and spin-down DOS. With
addition of Ag impurities, the magneti moment of Fe atoms in I+2 layers inreases
ompared to nearest Fe layer (I+3). With inrease in Ag amount in Fe layer, the
spin-up states near the Fermi level inreases and spin-down states dereases. This
redues the average magneti moment of I+1 layer ompared to I+2 layer. But in
Ag layers with Fe impurities, the peaks are shifted towards the lower energy region
as that in bulk Ag. Comparing with bulk Ag DOS (gure 5.1), in I-1 layer a peak in
spin-down states near Fermi level is missing due to Fe ontent in that layer, whih
ontribute towards the magneti moment. The splitting of spin-up and spin-down
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Figure 5.17: Layerwise variation of spin DOS at Fe/Ag(001) with rough alloyed
interfae. Vertial line represents Fermi level.
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states derease in these regions (I-1 and I-2 layers). As the Fe ontent is more at
I-1 layer therefore average magneti moment is also more at this layer than I-2 layer
(table 5.14). The bulk Ag DOS is obtained at the fourth substrate layer (I-4) from
interfae.
The spin-up and spin-down eletroni states are more on top most Co layer in
ase of Co/Ag (gure 5.18). It dereases at the next layer. Therefore Co magneti
moment dereases (table 5.14). When Ag impurities inrease from 5% to 10%, spin-
up states beomes more signiant but spin-down states dereases (gure 5.18). The
states away from the Fermi energy are more aeted with addition of Ag atoms in
Co atomi layers. The magneti moment of Co atom as well as average magneti
moment at the I+1 layer is less than bulk Co magneti moment (table 5.14). At
the Ag atomi layers with dierent amount of Co impurities, spin DOS approahes
towards bulk Ag DOS and attains bulk DOS at the fourth layer (I-4) from the
interfae. The spin DOS of I-4 layer for Fe/Ag and Co/Ag are equivalent.
When Ni atoms are grown on Ag(001) surfae, the spin resolved DOS of the top
most layer (gure 5.19) is equivalent to that of two ML deposition ase (gure 5.13).
There is signiant hange in eletroni states as we go down from the top most layer.
An extra peak appears at low energy region. The band narrowing ours and the
states near Fermi level show maximum hange at I+2 layer with 5% of Ag impurities.
With inrease in Ag impurity to 10%, the eletroni states near Fermi level inreases
further and some signiant hange is also visible at the low energy region due to
presene of Ag atoms. The magneti moment of I+1 layer is less than the Ni bulk
magneti moment (table 5.14). The states near Fermi level hanges due to derease
in Ni onentrations as we go away from the interfae. DOS approahes bulk value
at the fourth Ag layer.
Figure 5.20 shows layerwise spin resolved DOS for Fe deposited on Cu substrate
along (001). It learly shows the eet of interdiusion of atoms at the interfae.
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Figure 5.18: Layerwise variation of spin DOS at Co/Ag(001) with rough alloyed
interfae. Vertial line represents Fermi level.
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Figure 5.19: Layerwise variation of spin DOS at Ni/Ag(001) with rough alloyed
interfae. Vertial line represents Fermi level.
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Figure 5.20: Layerwise variation of spin DOS at Fe/Cu(001) with rough alloyed
interfae. Vertial line represents Fermi level.
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The spin DOS of the top most (I+4) Fe layer is equivalent to the top layer spin DOS
for two ML ase. This means Cu atoms do not have any eet on DOS of Fe at the
top layer for two or more layers of Fe on Cu. Both spin-up and down eletroni states
show signiant hange due to the presene of Cu impurities at I+2 layer. There is
signiant hange in eletroni states when Cu impurities in Fe layers inrease from
5% to 10%. The magneti moment of Fe atoms at I+2 layers inreases ompared to
nearest Fe layer (I+3) (table 5.15). Spin-down states dereases with inrease in Cu
amount. This redues the average magneti moment of I+1 layer ompared to I+2
layer. But in Cu layers with Fe impurities, the peaks are shifted towards the lower
energy region as for the bulk Cu. Comparing with bulk DOS of Cu (gure 5.2), a
peak in spin-down states near Fermi level is missing due to Fe ontent at I-1 layer.
This ontributes towards the magneti moment. The splitting of spin-up and down
states dereases in these regions (I-1 and I-2 layers). Sine Fe ontent is more at I-1
layer, therefore average magneti moment is also more at this layer than I-2 layer
(table 5.15). Bulk DOS of Cu is obtained at the fourth substrate layer (I-4) from
interfae.
Figure 5.21 shows the layerwise variation of spin resolved DOS for Co deposited
on Cu(001) substrate. It shows the eet of the interdiusion of atoms at the
interfae. The DOS of top layer is equivalent to the surfae DOS with two ML
ase. This shows Cu substrate does not aet the surfae DOS of Co when two or
more layers of Co deposited on Cu substrates. As we go down to the next layer
(I+3), there is signiant hange in both spin-up and spin-down states at the Fermi
level. An extra peak at the Fermi level helps to redue the magneti moment of this
layer. The spin-up states shifted towards the lower energy region in the next layer
with 5% of Cu impurities in Co layer. Therefore the Co magneti moment as well
as average magneti moment are more than the surfae magneti moment. With
further inrease in Cu impurities to 10%, the Co magneti moment and average
magneti moment dereases (table 5.15). In other side of the interfae, in Cu layer
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Figure 5.21: Layerwise variation of spin DOS at Co/Cu(001) with rough alloyed
interfae. Vertial line represents Fermi level.
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with Co impurities, the spin-up eletroni states has an extra peak omparison to
spin-down states. It is due to the presene of 10% Co impurities. As the amount
of impurities dereases in the next layer to 5%, the amount of indued magneti
moment dereases. Bulk Cu DOS is obtained at the fourth layer from the interfae.
Figure 5.22 shows the layerwise variation of spin DOS for Ni deposited on
Cu(001). There is no signiant hange in top layer spin DOS as ompared to the
ase of two ML deposition (gure 5.14). This shows that Cu substrate do not have
any eet on the surfae Ni DOS beyond two ML of Ni. At the next layers (I+3
and I+2), the eletroni states at the lower energy are more aeted due presene
of some amount of Cu in I+2 layer. Unlike Co/Cu, the transition metal magneti
moment as well as the average magneti moment of I+2 layer is less than the surfae
magneti moment (table 5.15). The spin DOS of I-1 layer with 10% Ni impurities,
resembles with that for Fe/Cu (gure 5.20) and Co/Cu (gure 5.21). The indued
magneti moment in Cu layer dereases with derease in Ni ontent in Cu layer. DOS
approahes the bulk value and magneti moment beomes negligible at the fourth
layer substrate from the interfae. Hene Cu atoms obtains its bulk properties at
the fourth substrate layer.
Figure 5.23 shows the layerwise spin resolved DOS for Fe on Au(001) substrate.
It shows the eet of interdiusion of atoms at the interfae. The spin DOS of the
top most (I+4) Fe layer is equivalent to that of two ML ase. The spin-up eletroni
states at the lower energy region beomes signiant in I+2 layer. This is beause
of the presene of Au impurities. As the Au impurities in Fe layers inreases from
5% to 10%, there is signiant hange in both spin-up and spin-down DOS. With
addition of Au impurities, the magneti moment of Fe atoms at I+2 layers inreases
ompared to nearest Fe layer (I+3). With inrease in Au amount in Fe layer, the
spin-up states near the Fermi level inreases and spin-down states is maximum at the
Fermi level. This redues the average magneti moment of I+1 layer in omparison
to I+2 layer. In Au layers with Fe impurities, the peaks are shifted towards the
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Figure 5.22: Layerwise variation of spin DOS at Ni/Cu(001) with rough alloyed
interfae. Vertial line represents Fermi level.
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Figure 5.23: Layerwise variation of spin DOS at Fe/Au(001) with rough alloyed
interfae. Vertial line represents Fermi level.
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lower energy region as for the bulk Au. The splitting of spin-up and spin-down
states dereases in these regions (I-1 and I-2 layers). Sine Fe ontent is more at
I-1 layer therefore average magneti moment is also more at this layer than I-2
layer (table 5.16). Bulk Au DOS is obtained at the fth substrate layer (I-5) from
interfae. The DOS of Fe rih I+1 and Au rih I-1 layers math well with earlier
work [56℄.
The up and down spin eletroni states are more at Co top layer in ase of
Co/Au system. The states derease at the next layer whih redues the Co mag-
neti moment. When Au impurities inreases from 5% to 10% the spin-up states
ontribute more to magneti moment than the spin-down states (gure 5.24). In the
region away from Fermi level, eletroni states are more aeted with inrease of Au
atoms at Co atomi layers. The magneti moment of Co atom as well as average
magneti moment at the I+1 layer is less than the bulk Co magneti moment. DOS
attains bulk Au DOS at the fth substrate layer (I-5) from the interfae. With the
derease in Co ontent in the Au layers the average magneti moment gradually
dereases and beomes zero at the fth layer (I-5) from the interfae (table 5.16).
In the ase of Ni/Au (gure 5.25), the top layer spin resolved DOS in this ase
is equivalent to top layer spin resolved DOS for two ML ase. This shows DOS of
top most layer does not depend on the number of Ni layers when more than one Ni
layers are deposited. This is also true for magneti moment. There is signiant
hange in eletroni states, as we go down from the top most layer. An extra peak
appears at low energy region. The band narrowing ours for the I+2 layer with 5%
Au impurities and the states near Fermi level show maximum hange. With further
inrease in Au impurities to 10%, the eletroni states near Fermi level inreases
further and dereases at the low energy region due to presene of Au atoms. The
magneti moment of I+1 layer is less than the Ni bulk magneti moment. In the
substrate layers with Ni impurities, the DOS approahes bulk DOS as we go away
from the interfae. At the fth Au layer from the interfae (I-5), the DOS beomes
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Figure 5.24: Layerwise variation of spin DOS at Co/Au(001) with rough alloyed
interfae. Vertial line represents Fermi level.
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Figure 5.25: Layerwise variation of spin DOS at Ni/Au(001) with rough alloyed
interfae. Vertial line represents Fermi level.
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equivalent to bulk Au DOS (gure 5.3).
Table 5.14: Layerwise magneti moment (µB/atom) at the 4 layers rough interfae
of 2 layers of transition metal plus 2 layers Ag substrates. I : boundary of transition
metal and Ag substrate. Interdiusion, x = 0.1 at I ± 1 layer and x = 0.05 at I ±
2 layers and x = 0 at other layers.
Fe/Ag(001) Co/Ag(001) Ni/Ag(001)
Layers
µT µM µavg µT µM µavg µT µM µavg
I+4 2.99 2.02 0.69
I+3 2.74 1.55 0.57
I+2 2.96 0.16 2.81 1.68 0.65 1.63 0.66 -0.05 0.62
I+1 2.94 0.07 2.66 1.50 -0.13 1.34 0.46 -0.02 0.41
I-1 2.93 -0.04 0.26 2.7 -0.01 0.26 1.40 -0.01 0.13
I-2 3.41 -0.01 0.16 3.27 -0.02 0.16 1.45 -0.001 0.07
I-3 -0.01 -0.02 0.00
I-4 0.00 -0.004 -0.001
I-5 0.00 0.00 0.00
I-6 0.00 0.00 0.00
Table 5.14 shows the layerwise variation of magneti moment with four layered
rough interfae of transition metals on Ag substrate. This variation in magneti
moment is shown in gure 5.26. Figure 5.26 shows there is small indued magneti
moment at the third metal layer from the interfae for Ag based systems. The mag-
neti moment beomes zero at the fth layer from the interfae. First four Ag layers
from the interfae are therefore magneti. In the transition metal overlayers (I+4
to I+1), the magneti moment for all the four systems show osillatory behavior.
The magneti moment gradually dereases to zero from I-1 layer to I-6 layer in the
ase of Ag substrate. The magnetism is due to indued magneti moment from the
transition metal impurities in this region.
The magneti moment of Fe sharp interfae layer alulated by FPLAPW
method [83℄ is found to be more ompared to other layers. In this FPLAPW
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Figure 5.26: Layerwise variation of magneti moment (µB/atom) at the 4 layers
rough interfae of 2 layers of transition metal plus 2 layers Ag substrates (4 layers
of transition metal deposited). Layer 0 represents surfae layer. Layers 2 to 5 dene
interfae. Interdiusion, x = 0.1 at layers 3 & 4 and x = 0.05 at layers 2 & 5 and
x = 0 at other layers.
method [83℄ a superell alulation was arried out with 5 layers of Fe on 5 layers
of Ag. Sine we onsider interdiusion of atoms at the interfae, therefore average
magneti moment dereases as Ag ontent inreases at the interfae. The inter-
fae magneti moments of Fe atoms in Fe/Ag systems with and without roughness
are reported to be 2.55µB/atom and 2.4µB/atom respetively using TBLMTO-ASA
method [55℄. A DFT based embedded atom method [81℄ found surfae and interfae
magneti moment of Fe atom to be 2.99 µB and 2.82 µB respetively. In an ex-
perimental study [89℄ of Fe deposited on Ag, it is observed that Fe intermixed with
three Ag layers with 50%, 25% and 12.5% onentration respetively. The average
magneti moment is measured to be 2.6 µB/atom. Our alulated values for 10%
and 5% of Ag at the interfae, the average magneti moment of Fe atom is found
to 2.95 µB. The average Co and Ni magneti moment are 1.59 µB and 0.56 µB
respetively for Co/Ag and Ni/Ag. For rough interfae, the magneti moment of
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the transition metal gradually dereases from surfae to interfae. The magneti
moment gradually beomes zero after fourth Ag layer as we approah inner layers.
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Figure 5.27: Layerwise variation of magneti moment (µB/atom) at the 4 layers
rough interfae of 2 layers of transition metal plus 2 layers Cu substrates (4 layers
of transition metal deposited). Layer 0 represents surfae layer. Layers 2 to 5 dene
interfae. Interdiusion, x = 0.1 at layers 3 & 4 and x = 0.05 at layers 2 & 5 and
x = 0 at other layers.
Table 5.15 shows the layerwise variation of magneti moment for Cu based
systems with four layered rough alloyed interfae. Figure 5.27 learly shows that in
all Cu based systems, there is a little amount of indued magneti moment upto third
metal layer from the interfae. At the fth layer from the interfae the magneti
moment eases to zero in this ase also. Therefore Cu atoms are magneti upto
fourth substrate layer from the interfae. The magneti moment for all the four
systems show osillatory behavior at the transition metal overlayers (I+4 to I+1)
for these systems also. The magneti moment gradually dereases to zero from I-1
to I-6 layers for Cu based systems. The magnetism in this region is due to indued
magneti moment from the transition metal impurities. The magneti moment
gradually eases to zero as we go away from the interfae.
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Table 5.15: Layerwise magneti moment (µB/atom) at the 4 layers rough interfae
of 2 layers of transition metal plus 2 layers Cu substrates. I : boundary of transition
metal and Cu substrate. Interdiusion, x = 0.1 at I ± 1 layer and x = 0.05 at I ±
2 layers and x = 0 at other layers.
Fe/Cu(001) Co/Cu(001) Ni/Cu(001)
Layers
µT µM µavg µT µM µavg µT µM µavg
I+4 2.45 1.68 0.71
I+3 2.00 1.51 0.63
I+2 2.49 -0.04 2.37 1.86 -0.04 1.76 0.71 -0.44 0.66
I+1 2.44 -0.02 2.19 1.50 0.09 1.36 0.69 -0.14 0.61
I-1 3.09 -0.001 0.31 1.60 -0.003 0.16 0.37 0.001 0.04
I-2 3.23 -0.04 0.16 1.88 -0.006 0.09 0.41 0.00 0.02
I-3 0.00 0.001 -0.002
I-4 -0.001 -0.002 -0.002
I-5 0.00 0.00 0.00
I-6 0.00 0.00 0.00
Earlier reported result by FP-LMTO method [75℄ show that the rst-layer mo-
ment is substantially greater than that of the deeper layers. This mathes with our
results. Using neutron sattering tehnique it is reported that average magneti
moment for Ni-Cu alloy dereases with inrease in Cu onentration [120℄. Our
alulation also shows the same trend for average magneti moment (table 5.15).
The average magneti moment at I-1 layer and I-2 layer is very less in the ase
of Ni/Cu system. This is beause of least magneti interation between Ni and Cu
atoms. And sine both are adjaent in periodi table, there is a small harge transfer
between these two atoms [165℄.
Table 5.16 shows the layerwise variation of magneti moment for the ase of
four layered rough alloyed interfae having Au substrate. This variation in magneti
moment is shown in gure 5.28. The roughness of Fe-Au interfae is reported earlier
using sanning tunnelling mirosopy [134℄. Using moleular dynamis simulation
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Figure 5.28: Layerwise variation of magneti moment (µB/atom) at the 4 layers
rough interfae of 2 layers of transition metal plus 2 layers Au substrates (4 layers
of transition metal deposited). Layer 0 represents surfae layer. Layers 2 to 5 dene
interfae. Interdiusion, x = 0.1 at layers 3 & 4 and x = 0.05 at layers 2 & 5 and
x = 0 at other layers.
with embedded atom method [132℄, it is reported that the deposition of Ni on
Au(001) involves interspeies mixing leading to strained lms and the growth of
the overlayer is 3D from the initial stages of growth proess. Figure 5.28 shows
that magneti moment beomes zero at the fth layer from the interfae in all Au
based systems. Therefore Au remains magneti upto fourth substrate layer from
the interfae. The magneti moment at the transition metal overlayers (I+4 to I+1)
for these systems show osillatory behavior exept for Ni/Au(001). The magneti
moment gradually dereases to zero from I-1 layer to I-6 layers. The magnetism is
due to indued magneti moment from the transition metal impurities in this region.
The magneti moment of the transition metal gradually dereases from surfae to
interfae in this ase.
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Table 5.16: Layerwise magneti moment (µB/atom) at the 4 layers rough interfae
of 2 layers of transition metal plus 2 layers Au substrates. I : boundary of transition
metal and Au substrate. Interdiusion, x = 0.1 at I ± 1 layer and x = 0.05 at I ±
2 layers and x = 0 at other layers.
Fe/Au(001) Co/Au(001) Ni/Au(001)
Layers
µT µM µavg µT µM µavg µT µM µavg
I+4 2.99 1.84 0.68
I+3 2.64 1.51 0.58
I+2 3.01 0.06 2.86 1.68 -0.07 1.59 0.58 0.11 0.55
I+1 2.83 -0.001 2.55 1.40 0.01 1.26 0.39 0.005 0.35
I-1 2.52 0.02 0.27 2.30 0.004 0.24 0.85 0.01 0.10
I-2 2.90 0.02 0.17 2.95 -0.009 0.14 1.12 -0.002 0.05
I-3 0.00 0.001 0.03
I-4 -0.01 -0.006 -0.01
I-5 0.00 0.00 0.00
I-6 0.00 0.00 0.00
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5.4 Three Monolayers of Transition Metal on Metal
Substrates
We have arried out the properties for three ML of transition metal overlayers
with both sharp and rough interfae to ompare our results with the experimental
studies. Some experimental works [85, 89℄ are reported onsidering three ML of Fe
on Ag substrates. Hene for omparison of our results with the experimental data,
we onsider 5% interdiusion of atoms at the interfae.
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Figure 5.29: Layerwise spin DOS for three monolayers of transition metal on Ag
substrates. Solid urve: spin-up DOS and dashed urve: spin-down DOS. Fermi
energy is reset at zero.
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Figure 5.30: Layerwise spin DOS for three monolayers of transition metal on Cu
substrates. Solid urve: spin-up DOS and dashed urve: spin-down DOS. Fermi
energy is reset at zero.
Figures 5.29, 5.30 and 5.31 show the layerwise spin resolved DOS for three ML
of transition metals on Ag, Cu and Au substrates respetively. The width of the
spin-down eletroni states of transition metal is more than spin-up states in all
the systems. The splitting of spin-up and down states are more for Fe overlayers
ompared to Co and Ni on metal substrate. Therefore the magneti moment is more
in this ase. The splitting dereases as the d-eletrons of the transition metal are
lled. As we go down from the top most layer, the width of the DOS inreases.
Therefore the magneti moment dereases due to band widening. At the fth layer
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Figure 5.31: Layerwise spin DOS for three monolayers of transition metal on Au
substrates. Solid urve: spin-up DOS and dashed urve: spin-down DOS. Fermi
energy is reset at zero.
down the top most layer (S-5), Ag and Au DOS approahes bulk values. In ase of
Cu based systems, bulk DOS is attained at the sixth layer down the top most layer
(S-6). Hene for three layers of transition metals overlayers, Ag and Au obtain their
bulk eletroni properties at the third substrate layer and Cu obtains at the fourth
substrate layer from the interfae.
Table 5.17 represents the layerwise variations of magneti moments. These
variations in magneti moments also shown in gure 5.32. As we go down from
the surfae, the magneti moment show osillatory behavior. Table 5.18 shows the
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Table 5.17: Layer-wise magneti moment(µB/atom) for three ML of transition metal
deposited on metal substrate. S stands for top most layer. S-2 and S-3 are sharp
interfae layers (x = 0.0).
Ag(001) Cu(001) Au(001)
Layers
Fe Co Ni Fe Co Ni Fe Co Ni
S 3.00 2.03 0.69 2.46 1.68 0.70 3.00 1.84 0.68
S-1 2.72 1.53 0.58 1.89 1.47 0.55 2.63 1.55 0.60
S-2 3.08 1.63 0.61 2.62 1.75 0.70 3.06 1.56 0.48
S-3 0.04 -0.005 -0.07 0.01 0.03 0.15 0.00 0.01 0.01
S-4 -0.005 0.00 0.00 -0.005 -0.004 -0.001 0.005 -0.003 0.00
S-5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.003 0.001
S-6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Table 5.18: Average and interfae magneti moments (in µB/atom) for three layers
of transition metals on metal substrates. Numbers in square braket show referene
numbers.
Magneti Ag(001) Cu(001) Au(001)
Moments Fe Co Ni Fe Co Ni Fe Co Ni
2.93
a
1.73
a
0.63
a
2.32
a
1.63
a
0.65
a
2.90
a
1.65
a
0.59
a
2.87
b
1.72
b
0.64
b
2.34
b
1.62
b
0.67
b
2.82
b
1.67
b
0.58
b
Average 2.67 [85℄
2.80 [89℄
3.05 [86℄
3.08
a
1.63
a
0.69
a
2.62
a
1.73
a
0.70
a
3.06
a
1.56
a
0.48
a
Interfae 2.93
b
1.53
b
0.65
b
2.49
b
1.67
b
0.62
b
2.89
b
1.49
b
0.42
b
2.87 [85℄
a
sharp
interfae (x = 0.0) and brough interfae (x = 0.05) are alulated values. Refs [85℄
used SQUID magnetometry; [89℄ used X-ray Magneti Cirular Dihroism; [86℄
used KKR method. Ref [85℄ deals with 2.9 ML of Fe.
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average and interfae magneti moment of the transition metals for three layers of
transition metal on metal substrates. The average magneti moment of Fe atoms
dereases with the inrease in Fe thikness, as found in an experimental study by
alternate vapor deposition [91℄. We have also alulated the magneti moment for
these systems with 5% interdiusion of atoms at the interfae layers (S-2 and S-3).
Our results with rough interfae (x = 0.05) for Fe/Ag(001) agrees well with the
experimental results [85, 89℄. Table 5.18 shows that our result with sharp interfae
overestimate experimental results. Hene theoretial modelling of rough interfae is
more realisti than sharp interfae.
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Figure 5.32: Layerwise variation of magneti moment for 3 ML of transition metal
on metal substrates. Layer 0 represents surfae layer.
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Chapter 6
Conlusions and Future Works
6.1 Conlusions
It is lear from the present study that Augmented Spae Formalism (ASF),
whih is a real spae tehnique, is not only suitable for the study of disordered
binary alloys, it also an be applied to ases where surfae is rough and interfae
layers between substrate and lm deposited are disordered. The disordered inter-
fae is due to interdiusion of atoms. It is also suessfully applied to study almost
smooth surfaes in the limit of zero disorderedness. ASF is applied for the al-
ulation of layer dependent surfae properties of b Fe(001), f Co(001) and f
Ni(001) and interfae properties of Fe, Co and Ni on (001) surfae of Ag, Cu and
Au substrates. Two types of rough surfaes are onsidered. In the rst ase only the
top most layer is rough. In the seond ase rst four layers with dierent degrees
of randomness are onsidered. The omparison is made between these two rough
surfaes. In the ase of four layered rough interfae, dierent amount (10% and 5%)
of interdiusion of atoms are onsidered in dierent atomi layers. The layer based
density of states (DOS), magneti moments are alulated. We have also alulated
the work funtion. The following results are obtained from the present work.
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Surfae Properties:
1. The 5%, 16% and 9% lattie relaxations of the top layer are obtained for b
Fe(001), f Co(001) and Ni(001) respetively.
2. The bulk properties of the systems are attained at the 9th layer from the top
in the ase of Fe(001) whereas they are attained at 8th layer in the ases of
Co(001) & Ni(001) for four layered rough surfaes.
3. The trend in the variation of the width and the struture of DOS among the
layers hanges when a realisti surfae is onsidered in omparison to a smooth
surfae.
4. Comparison between two types of rough surfaes shows there is slight dierene
in surfae magneti moment of Fe(001), signiant dierene for Co(001) and
no hange in the ase of Ni(001).
5. In both type of roughening, the magneti moment of the top layer is maximum
for Fe(001) and Co(001). Maximum value is obtained at the 3rd layer down
the top most layer in ase of Ni(001). Layered based magneti moment is also
found to be dierent in both type of rough surfaes.
6. Work funtions of all the systems are found to be almost same for both types
of rough surfaes.
7. d-band has signiant ontribution towards the magneti moment in all the
ases.
8. The appearane of new peaks in DOS for all these systems, with hange in
roughness orrespond to disorderedness.
9. The surfae magneti moment is found to be 2.78 µB/atom, an enhanement of
28% ompared to its bulk value in ase of Fe(001) when surfae is modeled by
introduing 50% empty spheres in b Fe unit ell instead of relaxing it. When
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the roughness of the top most layer is more than 50%, the surfae magneti
moment inreases and it approahes to atomi magneti moment.
10. ASF is also suessfully applied to almost smooth surfaes.
11. When nine layers of (001) smooth surfaes of Fe, Co and Ni are taken, the top
most layers are relaxed by 5%, 16% and 9% respetively.
12. The magneti moment get enhaned at the smooth surfae ompared to the
bulk value by 30%, 19% and 32% for Fe(001), Co(001) and Ni(001) respetively.
13. Layer wise magneti moments show Friedel osillations.
14. The enhanement of surfae magneti moment is due to narrowing down of
d-band, whih support earlier studies.
15. The orbital resolved density of states show the signiant ontribution of d-
orbital towards the surfae as well as bulk magneti moments.
16. It is observed that bulk magneti moment is attained at the 5th layer down
the top most layer in the ase of Fe(001) and at the 4th layer in the ases of
Co(001) and Ni(001).
17. The alulated work funtions are 4.15 eV, 5.33 eV and 4.79 eV for Fe(001),
Co(001) and Ni(001) respetively. These results are same for rough surfaes
also exept for Co(001) surfae.
Interfae Properties:
1. The lattie mismath of Fe layer with Ag or Au substrate is minimized when
Fe is deposited with a rotation of 45
◦
w.r.t. (001) Ag or Au plane.
2. The lattie mismath between Co/Ag and Ni/Ag is minimized when lattie
parameter of Co and Ni are relaxed by 17% and 10% respetively.
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3. The lattie mismath between Co/Au and Ni/Au is minimized when lattie
parameter of Co and Ni are relaxed by 15.5% and 10% respetively.
4. The magneti moment of the overlayer get enhaned ompared to its bulk
value, for one smooth monolayer of transition metal deposited on Ag and Au
substrate. Whereas it get enhaned for Fe overlayer but not for Co and Ni, in
ase of one smooth monolayer of transition metal on Cu substrate.
5. The indued magneti moment on the Cu substrate layer is more than that of
Ag and Au for 1 ML of Fe and Co deposition.
6. The magneti moment of transition metal deposited on Ag and Au get en-
haned more than Cu based systems. This is due to the eet of weak hy-
bridization in Ag and Au based systems.
7. The surfae magneti moment in the ase of two ML transition metal dereases
ompared to one ML transition metal. And the next layer magneti moment
is less than the top most layer. Therefore the indued moment on the top
substrate layer is less in this ases exept for Co/Cu(001), Ni/Cu(001) and
Ni/Au(001).
8. The surfae magneti moment of Ni for two ML Ni/Cu is more ompared to
one ML Ni/Cu whih agrees with earlier theoretial studies.
9. Average magneti moment for overlayers is 2.93 µB/atom and the interfae
magneti moment is 3.08 µB/atom for three ML of Fe on Ag (001). These are
within 10% dierene from the experimental values.
10. The substrate obtains its bulk eletroni and magneti properties at the fourth
substrate layer from the interfae in the ase of one ML of transition metals.
11. The bulk eletroni and magneti properties of the substrate are obtained at
the third substrate layer from the interfae for two and three ML of transition
metals on Ag and Cu, and at the fourth layer from the interfae in ase of Au.
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12. The average magneti moment of the top layer dereases and the average
indued magneti moment of the top substrate layer inreases when 5% inter-
diusion of atoms is onsidered than that of without interdiusion ase for one
ML of transition metal, exept for Ni/Ag(001). In the ase of Ni/Ag, average
indued magneti moment dereases. But with inrease in the amount of in-
terdiusion from 5% to 10%, the average magneti moment of the overlayer
dereases further but it inreases for the substrate, exept for Ni/Au(001).
13. The magneti moment of the transition metal as well as the average magneti
moment of these interfae layers gradually dereases to zero for four layered
rough interfae.
14. The substrate obtains its bulk eletroni and magneti properties at the fourth
substrate layer for four layered rough interfae with Ag and Cu substrate,
whereas they are obtained at the fth substrate layer in ase of Au.
15. The magneti moment of transition metal as well as the average magneti
moment of the overlayers show osillatory behavior for the top four layers in
ase of four layer roughening exept for Ni/Au(001).
6.2 Future Works
The present work an be extend to arry out the following studies.
1. In the present study, homogeneous randomness is onsidered. It an be ex-
tended to inlude inhomogeneous and orrelated randomness in future.
2. The study of the eet of short range ordering on the properties of rough
interfaes.
3. The study the eet of oxygen adsorption on transition metals deposited on
metal substrate.
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4. The study of the magneti properties of metal-erami interfae.
5. The study of dilute magneti semiondutors (DMS) based on various semi-
ondutors doped with magneti transition metals.
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